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Abstract 
Linda Pickett Garinger 
Department of Geology 
University of Kansas 
 
Processes and properties controlling magma ascent may include magma 
viscosity, the stress regime in surrounding country rock, geometric relationship 
between the rising magma and connected source area (if any), and density contrast 
between the magma and country rock.  The purpose of this study was to determine 
the role upper crustal density plays in the control of magma ascent through the use 
of gravity modeling to obtain estimates of crustal density and then relating that 
density to the type and location of late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics.  A 
comparison of commonly used isostatic correction techniques was conducted to 
assess the impact the differences in correction technique have on isostatic gravity 
anomaly values, and thus on the results of gravity modeling. The choice of isostatic 
correction method was found to change the isostatic correction value by as much as 
30 mgal over 36 km in areas of rapidly changing elevation.  However, in most areas 
the difference in isostatic correction values are long in wavelength and will not 
greatly impact gravity modeling.  A new idea for preparing an isostatic correction is 
introduced in preliminary form.  Models of crustal density contrasts were prepared 
for three study areas in California and Nevada through the use of forward gravity 
modeling on isostatic gravity anomaly datasets. The results of the gravity models 
were gridded layers of crustal density contrasts that would reproduce the value of 
the isostatic gravity anomaly in that area.  The location, type and quantity of late 
Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics were evaluated with respect to the value of 
crustal density in the underlying “basement” (lowest layer).  Approximately half of 
the late Tertiary and Quaternary basalt in the study areas has erupted through crust 
that is less dense than the magma was.  It is likely that in these cases that a conduit 
exists connecting the erupting magma to a deep source to provide sufficient 
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1.1  Introduction 
Processes and properties controlling magma ascent may include magma 
viscosity, the stress regime in surrounding country rock, geometric relationship 
between the rising magma and connected source area (if any), and density contrast 
between the magma and country rock.  Glazner et al. (2004) present evidence that at 
least some large plutons formed from repeated emplacement of small magmatic 
intrusions, suggesting that buoyant rise of small parcels of magma is an important 
mechanism in pluton formation and growth.   In general, there are two ways magma 
may rise through the crust: unconnected to a deep source, or connected to a deep 
source via a conduit.   
If magma rises as a parcel, the buoyancy force will be proportional to the 
difference in density between the magma and surrounding crustal rock.  In this 
instance, the magma will rise until it reaches neutral buoyancy or until the strength of 
the crust is such that the buoyancy force can no longer overcome local stress.  
If magma is connected to a deeper source area via a conduit, crustal density is 
also important to ascent.  A column of magma will rise to the level where the 
gravitational attraction of the column of magma is equal to that of the column of rock 
surrounding the conduit.  The equation describing this behavior is: 




where  ρ = density, 
 g = gravitational acceleration,  
 D = depth from the top to the base of the magma column, 
S = depth of the crustal column from the surface to the magma source level.  
In either instance (magma parcel or column) the greater the density contrast 
between the magma and the surrounding rock, the farther the magma will rise.   
Glazner and Ussler (1988) observed a correlation between the depth of 
inferred magma bodies and P-wave velocity (Vp) discontinuities in several areas of 
the Basin and Range province of the Western United States.  The observed increase 
in P-wave velocity with depth indicates a change in the nature of the crust, generally 
interpreted as an increase in crustal density.  Although Vp is actually inversely 
proportional to rock density, elastic moduli that are proportional to Vp also depend 
on rock density and increase rapidly with the density.  The result of this trend is that 
Vp increases linearly with depth (Birch, 1961). Glazner and Ussler (1988) further 
observe that calculated crustal density profiles indicate that basaltic magma should 
have a greater density than the crust above the Vp discontinuity and a lesser density 
than the crust below, implying that mafic magma is buoyantly trapped at the 
discontinuity.  As the magma solidifies it becomes denser, thus further defining the 
discontinuity.    
Taking the idea a step further, Glazner and Ussler (1989) proposed that 
crustal density is an important control on the location and geochemical character of 




and Range and Mojave Desert is due to an increase in average crustal density from 
crustal thinning. They observed that basaltic volcanism increased over time, and that 
younger basalts are less contaminated by crustal rocks.  The research described in 
this document was based on these observations and further quantifies the role crustal 
density plays in magma control.   
1.2  Purpose and Goals 
This dissertation describes results of the project ‘The Relationship of Crustal 
Density and Magmatism in Extensional Environments’ undertaken at the University 
of Kansas under funding from the Geothermal Program Office of the Navy.  The 
project was designed to test the hypothesis that crustal density, which varies laterally 
on the scale of tens of kilometers over the western U.S., controls the nature of 
magmatic activity due to buoyancy effects.  Specifically, the hypothesis states that 
basaltic magmas will have a tendency to pond within the crust in areas with lower 
crustal density, while having a tendency to erupt in areas of greater crustal density 
due to differences in buoyancy forces.  Areas in which the basaltic magmas pond 
within the crust should also correlate with areas where rhyolitic melts are generated 
and rhyolitic magmatic centers can be formed.  Commercial grade geothermal 
resources tend to be concentrated near rhyolitic magmatic centers.  
To test the hypothesis it is necessary to estimate crustal density contrasts and 
correlate crustal density with the character of erupted volcanics.  Isostatic gravity 
anomaly data are used to infer upper crustal density in this study, and the method 




this as well as other applications. The isostatic gravity anomaly reflects density 
heterogeneities within the upper crust and is useful for interpreting structural 
features, tectonic evolution, and inferring the location of magma bodies and dense 
deposits.  The long wavelength isostatic correction is meant to remove from the 
gravity data set the effect of rock masses supporting high topography.  Errors in the 
isostatic correction produce errors in the isostatic anomaly and therefore in the 
interpretation of the crustal density.  The two most commonly used methods of 
isostatic correction, the Airy-Heiskanen and Pratt-Hayford correction techniques, 
were developed in the early to mid twentieth century when the nature of the lower 
crust and upper mantle and the interface between the two was largely unknown.   
Increased understanding of the true crust and mantle boundary makes a new 
comparison of isostatic correction methods appropriate.   
This study consists of two parts: the isostatic gravity correction method 
comparison and forward gravity modeling to obtain crustal density contrasts. The 
results are presented in the following chapters.  Chapter 2 outlines the overall 
approach to gravity modeling used to estimate crustal density.  Chapter 3 describes 
the comparison of the Airy-Heiskanen and Pratt-Hayford isostatic correction 
techniques and parameters, and introduces a different approach to calculating the 
isostatic correction value.  Chapter 4 contains the results of gravity modeling. This 
chapter also includes general comments regarding the location and character of 
volcanic rocks in the study areas.  Overall trends and conclusions are found in 





Approach to study 
2.1  Introduction   
In order to evaluate whether denser magma tends to erupt in areas of greater 
crustal density, a three dimensional model of crustal density is developed for three 
study areas.  Forward gravity modeling using a previously developed Fortran code 
(Black et al., 2002) was used with geologic information to create the crustal model, 
and a Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to spatially correlate the 
crustal density with the nature of erupted volcanics in the area.  
2.2  Choice of Study Areas 
The area under consideration in the regional studies includes the extensional 
environments of the Basin and Range province in Nevada and California, and the 
Mojave Desert in California.  The specific areas studied at the volcanic field scale 
are shown on Figure 2.1.  Study areas include Central Nevada, Mojave, and an area 
along the California and Nevada border that includes the Eastern Sierra Nevada and 
Western Basin and Range (SNBR). These areas have late Tertiary to Quaternary 
(<16 Ma) volcanism, are well mapped, and have excellent gravity data coverage.  
Also included in the report is a summary of a model of southeastern California which 
includes the Coso volcanic field, an area where a correlation between crustal density 






2.3 Data  
2.3.1   Gravity Data and Corrections 
Gravity data used for gravity modeling were the California and Nevada 
regional gravity data sets from the 1994 National Geophysical Data Center Gravity 
CD (Hittelman et al., 1994).   Isostatic anomaly values, as given in this data set, were 
used to interpolate gridded data used in the modeling.  The data set contains raw 
gravity data and gravity correction values for variations in elevation, terrain, and 
latitude as well as an isostatic correction based on the Airy-Heiskanen method. 
Although newer and larger gravity data sets exist, the completeness of this set, with 
all correction values for each point provided in a table format, made it the best 
choice for this study.  Uncertainties about the isostatic correction method, and the 
effect of these uncertainties on the results should be taken into consideration when 
interpreting the results.  Please refer to Chapter 3 for details of the isostatic 
correction method comparison, including data used to prepare the isostatic correction 
models. 
2.3.2  Geologic Maps 
The geologic map of Nevada used was compiled by J.H. Stewart and J.E. 
Carlson (1978).  The map is available in digital format (ArcView shapefile) via the 
internet.  The digital California Geologic map was compiled by Charles W. Jennings 
et al. (1977).  A geologic map of the Reveille quadrangle (Ekren et al., 1973), a 




basin depth maps of the Basin and Range Province (Saltus and Jachens, 1995) were 
also used to constrain model geometry.   
2.3.3  Late Cenozoic Volcanic Rocks 
The location, type, and age of late Cenozoic volcanic rocks (less than 16 Ma) 
in each study area were digitized from maps prepared by Luedke and Smith (1981).  
The Western North American Volcanic and Intrusive Rock Database (NAVDAT) 
was queried for the location, composition, and silica content of volcanic rock 
samples less than 16 Ma in each study area.  The NAVDAT database is available at 
http://navdat.kgs.ku.edu/.  
Information about late Cenozoic volcanics from the two sources overlaps but 
is not identical.  Some samples from NAVDAT are from volcanics that are not 
included on maps by Luedke and Smith (1981).  The NAVDAT data repository does 
not have sample information from all mapped areas. Maps with locations of 
volcanics (mapped and sampled) associated with each study area are included in 
Chapter 4.  
2.4   Gravity modeling technique 
2.4.1 Fortran Code 
The forward gravity modeling was performed utilizing locally written Fortran 
code based on the Fourier domain subroutine ‘glayer’ from Blakely (1995).  Input is 
a set of two-dimensional grids of density contrast values, each representing one layer 
in the overall model of the crust.  The grid size, layer thickness and the number of 




a three-dimensional implementation, which uses ‘glayer’ to generate the vertical 
component gravity response for each layer and then sums the responses.  Black et al. 
(2002) initially developed the code.  A listing is included in Appendix A.   
2.4.2 Geographic Information System (GIS) 
ESRI ArcGIS was used extensively in this project.  Initial data input into the 
GIS included geologic maps (either available in digital format or scanned), gravity 
point data, and information about surface volcanics.  The GIS software allowed the 
stacking of information to view the problem in a visual, rather than numeric format.  
For example, the model layers were created, displayed and modified in the GIS.  
Model layers were converted to ASCII grids for input to the Fortan code and were 
converted back into GIS coverages within the GIS software. A Fortran program was 
written which would integrate modified layers of modeled plutons or basins into the 
background basement density file. This speeded the modification and iteration 
process that is cumbersome in forward modeling.  The GIS also supported spatial 
correlation (visual and statistical) of crustal density estimates with location of 
erupted volcanics.   
2.4.3 Modeling Procedure 
Forward modeling was utilized exclusively in the final analysis.  Forward 
gravity modeling is nonunique and for each study area an infinite number of possible 
crustal geometries can produce the same gravity anomaly values.   Surficial 
geological mapping turned out to be the single most helpful constraint in the 




product in producing constraints during modeling. Geological constraints were more 
easily incorporated into the forward modeling procedure. 
The modeling procedure consisted of several different parts, based on the half 
wavelength of the anomalies involved.  The anomalies of interest in this study have 
widths or ‘half wavelengths’ of kilometers to tens of kilometers.  Anomalies with 
widths of more than ten or twenty kilometers constitute regional anomalies in the 
exploration sense.   
In the regional study area, longer wavelength anomalies are mainly caused by 
the isostatic support system, typically an Airy-Heiskanen or Pratt-Hayford model.  
The regional average of the isostatically corrected gravity should be equal to the 
regional average of the free-air corrected gravity, if the isostatic correction has been 
applied correctly.  In the western U.S. this is not the case and detailed gravity studies 
tend to show unrealistically low density estimates.  The error in the regional isostatic 
anomaly average is on the order of 12 mgal or, translated into near surface rock 
density, approximately 100 kg m-3.  This is probably due to the fact that neither of 
the standard isostatic models fits the situation in this geologically complex area.  
Chapter 3 describes details of the various isostatic correction techniques and the 
implications for this study.   
Oliver (1977) showed that the gravity anomalies observed in the Sierra 
Nevada crustal block could be accounted for by density variations in the upper 
10 km of the crustal section.  The same parameters seemed reasonable in later, well 




10 km generate broader and flatter gravity signatures that tend to be lost in the 
regional gravity anomaly (Figure 2.2). Thus all anomalies at the kilometer to tens of 
kilometers scale were modeled as being generated in the upper ten kilometers of the 
crust. 
Since consistent subsurface constraints were not available in all areas, but 
surficial geological mapping was consistently available, the geological mapping was 
used as the primary constraint in the initiation of each modeling project.    Each 
study area was handled separately. 
A scanned geologic map was used with a GIS system to prepare a shape file 
of the study area.  Again, using a GIS system, all gravity points within the study area 
were interpolated to a grid using a simple inverse distance-weighting scheme.  Figure 
2.3a shows the grid generated for the Central Nevada study area with all NGDC 
gravity points for the study area.  Next, those NGDC data points taken on ‘basement’ 
outcrop (areas of bedrock not covered by Cenozoic alluvium) were isolated and 
gridded alone.  Figure 2.3b shows the grid generated by interpolation from only the 
points on ‘basement’. This process effectively decouples the basement and basin 
contributions and the two can be modeled independently.  After the initial step of 
separating the basin fill and basement gravity signatures, the basement contribution 
was modeled utilizing the mapped surficial geology as the major constraint.  The 
process of basin-basement separation in modeling was developed by Saltus and 




Once a ‘basement’ crustal density contrast model produced an isostatic 
anomaly that closely matched the general observed isostatic anomaly of the area, the 
basin isostatic anomaly values were included and modeled. The basin fill effect was 
modeled utilizing a depth-density function developed by the USGS for gravity 
studies within the Basin and Range.  There are at least two such functions in 
common use.  Black et al. (2002) utilized a modified version of the discrete layer 
model developed by Jachens and Moring (1990).  In this study a newer empirical 
model estimating density as a continuous function (Kaban and Mooney, 2001) was 
utilized.  Both models yield similar results, but the newer, continuous model is 
simpler to implement with models of layers of arbitrary thickness. The sediment 
density-depth relationship was estimated from data supplied by Mikhail Kaban 
(personal communication, 2002), based on well log and porosity data from Kennet et 
al. (1994), Beyer et al. (1985), and McCulloh (1967).   The relationship is shown in 
graph form on Figure 2.4.   
As basins were added to the layers, other short wavelength anomalies 
apparent in the observed isostatic anomaly grid were also modeled.  A GIS was used 
to map basins and other areas where density should be increased or decreased within 
the model. After creating a layer and assigning density contrasts, the GIS coverage 
was converted into an ASCII grid for use as input into the Fortan computer code.  
The output from the model was viewed in a GIS and compared to the actual isostatic 




with basin depth information and geology guided adjustments to the model input 
(i.e., the layer depth, thickness, and density contrast values).   
In general, any anomaly of any wavelength that could be correlated with a 
feature in the surficial geology was modeled as such. Approximate crustal density 
contrasts of mapped surface volcanics of interest in this study were used on the 
uppermost layer. Older volcanics which may have been present were not given 
special treatment but were modeled as part of the ‘basement’ crustal density contrast. 
Any short wavelength anomaly that could not be correlated with surficial geology 
was modeled as a shallow subsurface feature.  Any longer wavelength anomaly that 
could not be correlated with a feature in surficial geological mapping was mapped as 
a through-going basement feature. In general, the simplest or most plausible geology 
that could explain an anomaly was the one that was used. Unless otherwise indicated 
(e.g. shallow basalt flow), surficial geology that correlated with gravity anomalies 
was allowed to continue with depth.  The number and depth of layers was not 
constrained and varied with each study area.  Layer depths were defined by surface 
geology and gravity anomaly values.  The model was modified until the calculated 
anomaly was within approximately 5 mgal of the observed anomaly value.  Small 
geographic areas with greater than 5 mgal difference in modeled and actual anomaly 
values were present in all study areas.   
The end product of the modeling was a set of crustal density contrast values 




volcanics with modeled crustal density contrasts was accomplished through tools 
available within the GIS and by visual inspection.  
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Figure 2.1  Topographic map of the western United States with areas used in 
forward gravity modeling boxed. Sierra Nevada Basin and Range, Central 
Nevada and Mojave study areas are subjects of the current study.  The study 
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Figure 2.4  Estimated density of sediment with increasing depth.  Based on data 
from Kennet et al., 1994;  Beyer et al., 1985;  and McCulloh, 1967.  After Kaban 
and Mooney, 2001.   
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 Chapter 3 
 
Isostatic Compensation Model Comparisons 
3.1  Introduction 
 
The purpose of the many gravity corrections applied to a set of raw gravity 
measurements is to convert measurements made on the Earth’s surface that reflect all 
rock mass beneath and nearby to a set of measurements that reflect density variations 
within the crust and upper mantle.  A ‘corrected’ set of gravity values will have had 
the mass and shape of a normal earth accounted for (reference ellipsoid), as well as 
the gravitational effects of the sun and moon (tidal correction), the elevation above 
sea level of the measurement (free air correction), the rock between the measurement 
and sea level (Bouguer correction), the surrounding terrain (complete Bouguer 
correction) and possibly the long-wavelength gravitational effect of compensating 
mass (isostatic correction).  After the application of these corrections to a data set, 
the remaining gravity values, the isostatic anomaly values, reflect changes in the 
gravity field caused by unaccounted for changes in density within the crust. 
The goal of the isostatic correction model comparison was to analyze the 
effect the choice of isostatic compensation model has on the residual gravity 
anomaly data set.  Previous comparisons between the two most common isostatic 
correction techniques, Airy-Heiskanen and Pratt-Hayford, were derived for points 
only.  These values, presented by Watts (2001, pages 30-31) show differences in 
isostatic anomaly values between the two methods as well as within one method 
using different depths of compensation. In the current comparison, the Airy-
18
 Heiskanen and Pratt-Hayford isostatic correction techniques have been used to 
estimate the isostatic correction to gravity data in California and Nevada.  In this 
chapter, these techniques are compared on a regional basis with the goal of 
evaluating if the correction methods yield significantly different results (isostatic 
anomaly values) that could affect the interpretation of crustal density models. A new 
isostatic correction method, the Combined Effect Model (CEM), is also presented.   
3.2  Data 
The topographic database used to calculate the isostatic correction values was 
created from the combined GTOPO30 gridded elevation set for the western U.S. and 
the Digital Bathymetric Database Variable Resolution (DBDB-V) for the eastern 
Pacific Ocean.  GTOPO30 was developed by a collaborative effort of several 
international agencies led by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and is available 
from the USGS.  DBDB-V is available from the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office.  
Both datasets are available online.  Any missing data were read from USGS 
topographic maps and entered manually into the grid.  All data were regridded to 
3 km resolution for greater processing speed. 
Walter Mooney (personal communication, 2001) provided a sampled digital 
database of crustal thickness used in the CEM.  This database was created from 
points where two dimensional velocity models had been determined from seismic 
information.  The database includes the depth, thickness, and seismic velocity of 
crustal layers, as well as depth to Moho.  Additions to Mooney’s database were made 
from Fliedner et al. (2000), Fuis et al. (2001) and Catchings and Mooney (1991).  
19
 Data points were interpolated to a 3 km grid using ArcView software.  Some areas, 
most notably Idaho, Utah, western Oregon, and ocean areas have poor data coverage, 
and the resulting grid of Moho depth is likely to be inaccurate there.  The 
interpolation method used five of the nearest neighbors, inverse distance weighted, to 
calculate cell values.  This method, while the best available, tends to produce circular 
patterns, which may not be realistic.  Further work and additional data are needed to 
improve the quality of the depth to Moho grid.  
As in the gravity modeling, gravity measurements used for the isostatic 
correction study are from the California and Nevada regional gravity data sets taken 
from the 1994 National Geophysical Data Center Gravity CD (Hittelman et al., 
1994).  The data were contributed by the USGS, and contain free air anomalies, 
simple and complete Bouguer anomalies, terrain corrections, and isostatic anomalies.  
Principal Investigators were Richard Saltus (Nevada) and David Snyder (California).   
Isostatic corrections beyond 166.7 km from the calculation point were 
obtained from the far field isostatic correction grid generated by Karki et al. (1961).  
The far field data set was generated for an Airy isostatic correction model with a 
30 km crustal depth and a density contrast across the Moho of 600 kg m-3.  This data 
set, although the best available of its type, was calculated with parameters different 
from those used in the following models.   
3.3  Pratt-Hayford Isostatic Compensation Model 
In the mid 1800s, G. Everest began mapping India.  As the survey was being 
conducted, workers noticed that plumb lines were deflected from the vertical and 
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 inconsistencies in calculations were common.  Two individuals, John Henry Pratt 
and George Airy, responded with explanations for the discrepancy.  Both Pratt and 
Airy concluded that the deflection of plumb lines and the resulting measurement 
errors resulted from the gravitational attraction created by the mass of the nearby 
Himalayan Mountains. Later, in related work, Pratt and Airy suggested separate 
mechanisms for the isostatic support of the topographically high Himalayas.   
John Henry Pratt’s hypothesis was that low elevations are underlain by high 
density rocks and high elevations are underlain by low density rocks.  At some depth 
(the compensation depth) he assumed the overlying mass of all areas is equal.  J.F. 
Hayford further developed Pratt’s model in the early 1900s.  This geometry and 
associated equations are shown on Figure 3.1.   
A computer model of the Pratt-Hayford compensation method was 
developed.  Model input parameters include crustal density above sea level, density 
of the sea level column (equal to the crustal density above sea level by definition) 
and the compensation depth.  A column density (ρ(x) on Figure 3.1), was calculated 
by assuming that the total mass of each column was equal at the compensation depth, 
and therefore equal to the sea level column.   
As previously mentioned, the value of Earth density above sea level and for 
the column density for columns at sea level is assigned, as is the depth to equal 
pressure(i.e., compensation depth).  The calculated column density increases with an 
increase in given sea level column density, and with a decrease in the compensation 
depth.  Differences in the correction values arise from differences in column density 
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 and the compensation depth.  The isostatic correction value for each grid cell was 
then found from the column density values by calculating the difference in 
gravitational attraction between a column at sea level (assumed) and that at the grid 
location for all mass within a radius of 166.7 km.  The subroutine ‘gbox’ written by 
Richard Blakely (Blakely, 1995) was used to calculate the vertical gravitational 
attraction of each cell to the appropriate depth.  A listing of the computer program 
used to calculate Pratt-Hayford correction values, including GBOX, is included in 
Appendix A.  Results from the Pratt-Hayford model are shown in Table 3.1, and 
discussed below.   
3.4  Airy-Heiskanen Isostatic Compensation Model 
George Biddell Airy also provided an explanation to the gravity data 
inconsistency in India.  He suggested that the crust was less dense than a fluid layer 
underlying it and compared the behavior to that of blocks of wood floating on water.  
His idea was based on Archimedes’ principal, which states that a block placed on a 
denser liquid will displace an amount of liquid with equivalent mass.  W.A. 
Heiskanen put Airy’s model in a more precise form.  The model geometry and 
associated equations are shown on Figure 3.2.   
Input parameters to the Airy-Heiskanen model include density of the crust, 
the difference in density between the crust and mantle, and the thickness of the crust 
at zero elevation.  The depth of the compensating root (or anti-root if the topography 
is below sea level) was calculated for each grid cell from the topography and the set 
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 of input parameters.  Then, in similar fashion to the method used for the Pratt-
Hayford model, the isostatic correction value was calculated.   
A listing of the computer program used for the Airy-Heiskanen correction is 
included in Appendix A.  As for the Pratt-Hayford program, the subroutine ‘gbox’ 
written by Richard Blakely (Blakely, 1995) was used to calculate the vertical 
gravitational attraction of each cell to the appropriate depth.  Modified versions of 
two subroutines used in Airyroot (Simpson et al., 1983) were used to calculate the 
topographic load and depth to the supporting root.  Example results of the Airy-
Heiskanen isostatic correction model are shown in Table 3.1 and discussed below.   
3.5  Combined Effect Model 
A new isostatic compensation model has been developed.  The Combined 
Effect Model (CEM) includes methodology from both the Pratt-Hayford and Airy-
Heiskanen isostatic compensation techniques.  It uses both a crustal root and variable 
mantle density for compensation of high topography.  Using the depth to Moho 
values from the database of crustal thickness (described in section 3.2), a grid of 
Moho depth was interpolated.  This grid was used as the crustal root instead of 
calculating one from topography as is done in the Airy-Heiskanen model. Figure 3.3 
shows the interpolated depth to Moho grid.  Figure 3.4 shows the depth to root as 
calculated by the Airy-Heiskanen model using a crustal density of 2670 kg m-3, a 
mantle density of 3070 kg m-3, and a compensation depth of 25 km.  The greatest 
differences between the Airy-Heiskanen calculated root and the observation-based 
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 crustal thickness are observed in the eastern central valley of California, coastal areas 
of Oregon, and basin and range areas in Nevada and Utah (Figure 3.5).  
Pratt-Hayford methodology was then used to calculate density variations in 
the mantle that would be needed, along with the support from crustal root, to support 
the topography in isostatic equilibrium.  Figure 3.6 shows the geometry and 
associated equations for the Combined Effect Model.  Constant inputs into this 
model include elevation and interpolated grid of depth to crustal root.  Variable input 
parameters include crustal density and mantle density at sea level.  Mantle density 
for elevations other than sea level and isostatic correction are calculated based on the 
input values.  The balance (see equations) uses a known depth to Moho at sea level 
elevation.  The actual depth to Moho at sea level varies from 14.47 km to 30.45 km 
according to the interpolated grid.  A value of 22.54 was used for the constant sea 
level Moho depth by averaging 1234 values with elevations at or near sea level (0 to 
50 m underwater).   
3.6   Discussion 
All isostatic compensation models were run using the composite topographic 
database described above.  Several modeling runs were made for each type of model 
and the value of the isostatic corrections were calculated. For each set of results, the 
isostatic anomaly values for California and Nevada were calculated, averaged and 
compared with the average free-air anomaly value and average isostatic anomaly 
value calculated from the 1994 National Geophysical Data Center gravity dataset.  
Example results are given in Table 3.1.   
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 Over large isostatically stable areas, the average free air anomaly value is 
approximately zero (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982, p. 219). The average free air 
anomaly value over California and Nevada from the interpolated and gridded NGDC 
point data is -0.21 mgal, indicating that the area is essentially isostatically 
compensated.  This suggests that an average isostatic anomaly value at sea level 
should also be near zero.   
The most common isostatic compensation model applied to U.S. areas is the 
Airy-Heiskanen model with a 25 km crustal root depth at sea level elevation, crustal 
density value of 2670 kg m-3, and a mantle density value of 3070 kg m-3.  This 
configuration was used to produce the isostatic correction in the NGDC gravity 
dataset.  Figure 3.7 shows the difference between the NGDC isostatic correction 
values (interpolated to a grid), and the values calculated by the Airy-Heiskanen 
program written for this study.  The vast majority of the values are within 3 mgal.  
Areas that show a more sizable difference in value, such as the coastal area of 
southern California, are apparently due to slight differences in elevation values used 
to calculate the isostatic correction.  A similar published data set for the Pratt-
Hayworth model is not available.   
The average isostatic anomaly in California and Nevada from the interpolated 
anomaly values is –12.97 mgal.  The results of the Airy-Heiskanen computer 
program developed for this study compare favorably with the NGDC data set with an 
average of -13.07 mgal. In this study an attempt was made to reproduce the average 
free air anomaly (-0.21 mgal), and the average anomaly produced by the commonly 
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 used Airy configuration described above (-12.97 mgal) for each of the three 
compensation models.  Comparisons made between the models are for similar 
average anomaly values (see Table 3.1).  It should be noted that even though care is 
taken to compare results that are have similar average anomaly values, the different 
compensation depths and Moho densities produce widely different values, somewhat 
limiting the usefulness of the direct comparisons.  The results of the comparisons, 
presented below, provide insight into the different character of the isostatic 
corrections produced by the different model geometries.   
For consistency and ease of comparison, the calculated isostatic correction 
values were converted to isostatic anomaly values by adding the correction values 
with the far field isostatic correction values (Karki et al., 1961), and subtracting the 
result from the complete Bouguer anomaly data set.  [Note: the far field isostatic 
correction (Karki et al., 1961) was calculated for an Airy-Heiskanen model 
configuration with a sea level compensation depth of 30 km and a density difference 
between crust and mantle of 600 kg m-3.  This difference in parameters has been 
estimated to cause an error of approximately 3 mgal at an elevation of 3000 feet for 
an Airy-Heiskanen model with a 25 km depth compensation depth and a density 
difference between crust and mantle of 400 kg m-3 (Simpson et al., 1983). This study 
does not recalculate the far-field correction.]  
The Airy-Heiskanen isostatic model with a crustal density of 2670 kg m-3, a 
mantle density of 3070 kg m-3, and a 25 km depth to Moho at sea level yields an 
average isostatic anomaly of –13.03 mgal.  A Pratt-Hayford isostatic model using a 
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 crustal density of 2670 kg m-3 and a compensation depth of 62 km yields an average 
anomaly value of –13.21 mgal.  Figure 3.8 shows the spatial differences between the 
results produced by the two model configurations described above.  Differences in 
the anomaly values are correlated with topography.  Anomaly values from the Pratt-
Hayford model are more positive than those from the Airy-Heiskanen model for high 
elevations.  For low elevations the Airy-Heiskanen model produces values that are 
more positive.  Because rocks closest to the surface have the greatest impact on 
gravity values, the calculated isostatic correction value is strongly correlated with the 
rock density closest to the surface. The Pratt column changes spatially with 
topographic load producing higher amplitude changes in correction value.  A 
difference in correction value of 30 mgal over a spatial distance of 36 km is seen in 
the boxed area of Figure 3.8.  An error of this magnitude could result in mis-
interpretation of 200 kg m-3 in the density value of a 4 km thick slab buried at 
approximately 6 km.  This is approximately the density difference between granite 
and diorite.   
Models with average anomaly values similar to the free air value also have a 
large variation in values.  The Airy-Heiskanen isostatic model with a crustal density 
of 2800 kg m-3, a mantle density of 3300 kg m-3, and a 17.6 km depth to Moho at sea 
level yields an average isostatic anomaly of -0.22 mgal.  A Pratt-Hayford isostatic 
model using a crustal density of 2800 kg m-3 and a compensation depth of 42.7 km 
yields an average isostatic anomaly value of -0.23 mgal. Figure 3.9 shows the 
difference in isostatic anomaly value between these two model configurations.   
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 Preliminary results from the CEM are presented in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.  An 
intermediate calculation in the CEM model produces mantle density values because 
both mantle density variations as well as the crustal root are used for isostatic 
support.  When the ‘given’ value of sea level mantle density is subtracted from the 
calculated mantle density values for the entire area, a mantle density anomaly is 
produced.  These mantle density anomaly values, shown in Figure 3.10, compare 
favorably with the upper mantle density anomaly presented by Kaban and Mooney 
(2001).  The obvious differences are believed to be primarily a result of differences 
in basin treatment (especially the Great Valley in California) the grid interpolation, 
and in the assumed crustal density in the CEM.   
Figure 3.11 shows the difference between values produced by the CEM with 
an average anomaly value of -0.22 mgal and the Airy-Heiskanen model with an 
average anomaly value of -0.22 mgal.  The greatest differences are centered on areas 
where the depth to Moho map is greatly different from the depth to root generated by 
the Airy-Heiskanen calculations (Figure 3.5).   
The three models compared in this study produce similar, but different 
isostatic correction values. In some areas, the isostatic correction values, and 
therefore isostatic anomaly values show differences of 30 to 50 mgal over distances 
of approximately 30 km.  It is not possible at this time to determine which model is 
most accurate.  It is well known that a supporting root underlies mountain ranges, 
suggesting that probably the best choices for models are the Airy-Heiskanen model, 
the CEM or some other similar configuration with a crustal root. The Airy-
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 Heiskanen correction included with the NCDC data is used for the crustal density 
study because the CEM is still considered under development.  An improved map of 
the Moho is needed to improve the results, and further testing is needed.   
The field areas chosen for crustal density modeling are shown graphically on 
Figure 3.11.  In these areas the change in anomaly value that would be caused by the 
incorrect choice of isostatic correction model (between the CEM and Airy-
Heiskanen models) is gradual but significant.  Small scale anomalies would not be 
affected, but the larger scale modeling for basement density contrasts might be 





























































































































































































































































































































































      
Pratt-Hayford Isostatic Compensation Model
Topographic support is provided by laterally varying substrate density.
h   =     topographic height above sea level
od        =   ocean depth
dc        =     compensation depth
rsea     =   seawater density
rc        =     crustal density (equal to rsl)
rsl       =     column density when topographic height is 0 
r(x)     =   calculated column density 
On land the balance is described:
r(x)(dc) + h(rc) = rsl dc
On the ocean the balance is described:
r(x)(dc - od) +od(rsea) =  rsl dc
Figure 3.1  Geometry and variables of the Pratt-Hayford isostatic compensation 
model.  Isostatic correction is the change in gravitational attraction of a column due 
to the density difference between rsl and r(x). 
h
od
r(x)r(x)  rsl 






Airy-Heiskanen Isostatic Compensation Model
Topographic support is provided by a crustal root
h   =     topographic height above sea level
od   =   ocean depth
dsl   =   depth of sea level root (specified in model)
dm   =   depth of crustal root (calculated)
rc   =   density of crust
rm   =   mantle density
rsea   =   density of seawater
On land the balance is described:
(dm - dsl)(rm - rc) = h(rc)
On the ocean the balance is described:
(dm - dsl)(rm - rc) = od(rc - rsea)
 
Figure 3.2  Geometry and variables of the Airy-Heiskanen isostatic 
compensation model.   Isostatic correction is the difference in gravitational
attraction of a column due to the difference in density between the crust and 













Figure 3.3  Depth to Moho interpolated from crustal thickness data
from Walter Mooney (personal communication, 2001), Fliedner 
et al. (2000), Fuis et al. (2001) and Catchings and Mooney (1991). 














Figure 3.4  Moho depth generated by the Airy-Heiskanen isostatic 
correction computer model with crustal density 2670 kg m-3, mantle 














Figure 3.5  Difference between the depth to Moho interpolated from 
crustal thickness data (Figure 3.3), and the crustal root depth (Moho) 
generated by the Airy-Heiskanen isostatic correction computer model 
(Figure 3.4).  Positive values indicate that the interpolated depth is greater      
than that calculated by the Airy-Heiskanen model, and negative values 







     Combined Effect Isostatic Compensation Model
Topographic support is provided by crustal root and laterally varying mantle
density.  Crustal density is held constant.  
.  
h    =    topographic height above sea level
od    =    ocean depth
dc    =    compensation depth
dm    =    depth below sea level to moho (known)
dmsl   =   depth to moho at h = 0 (average value)
rc   =   crustal density
rsea   =   seawater density
rsl   =   mantle density where topographic height is 0 (specified)
r(x)   =   calculated mantle density
On land the balance is described:
r(x)(dc - dm) + rc(h + dm) = rsl(dc - dmsl) + rc(dmsl)
On the ocean the balance is described:
r(x)(dc - dm) + rc(dm - od) + od(rsea) = rsl(dc - dmsl) + rc(dmsl)
Figure 3.6   Geometry and variables of the combined effect model.  Isostatic 
correction is the change in gravitational attraction (at sea level) of a column due 














Figure 3.7  Difference between National Geophysical Data Center isostatic 
anomaly values and those generated by the Airy-Heiskanen computer
model written for this study.  
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Figure 3.8  Difference between isostatic anomaly values generated by the 
Pratt-Hayford isostatic correction model and the Airy-Heiskanen isostatic 
correction model with average anomaly values of -13.21 mgal and -13.07 
mgal respectively.        
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Figure 3.9  Difference between isostatic anomaly values generated by the 
Pratt-Hayford isostatic correction model and the Airy-Heiskanen isostatic 
correction model with average anomaly values of - 0.22 mgal and -0.22 
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Figure 3.11 Difference between isostatic anomaly values generated by 
the  CEM and the Airy-Heiskanen model with average anomaly values 






4.1  Introduction 
The areas selected for gravity modeling are shown on Figure 2.1, and include 
areas in the Mojave Desert in California and western Nevada, the eastern Sierra 
Nevada and western Basin and Range along the border of California and Nevada, 
and the Basin and Range in Central Nevada.  In addition, gravity modeling 
performed by Black et al. (2002) in east central California near the Indian Wells 
Valley and Coso Volcanic Field is summarized in the following section.    
All areas either are currently volcanically active, or have been active within 
the last 16 million years.  Magmatism and tectonism within these areas is extensively 
studied and researchers strive to connect many different, yet related aspects of the 
behavior of the area.  This chapter describes the results of gravity modeling for 
crustal density contrasts and the general spatial relationship of the crustal density 
with the nature of erupted volcanics.  No attempt is made at this time to describe 
magma evolution or chemical relationships.  The goal is to assess if there is a 
relationship between the crustal density and the density of erupted volcanics and 
likely intrusions that are used to describe gravity anomalies.   
Numerical values describing crustal density are given as crustal density 
contrast values rather than actual densities.  Isostatic anomaly values, by definition, 
reflect variations in the density of the upper crust.  The goal of the gravity model was 




crust with density contrast values relative to the standard density.  For example, a 
density contrast of -100 kg m-3 is used to describe crust that is 100 kg m-3 less dense 
than standard crust.   Crustal density contrast values listed in tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 
refer to the density contrast values for the deepest model layer (basement) in each 
study area.   
Many crustal density contrast values in the study areas are negative reflecting 
the negative character of the gravity anomaly values as included in the NGDC data 
set.  As mentioned previously, the NGDC data set uses the Airy-Heiskanen isostatic 
correction method with a sea level root depth of 25 km, and a density contrast across 
the Moho of 400 kg m-3.  This configuration produces a generally negative average 
anomaly value.   The crustal density contrast values must also be negative in 
character to reproduce this isostatic gravity anomaly signature.  The crustal density 
contrast value for granitic basement can be estimated by the crustal density contrast 
value needed to reproduce the isostatic anomaly value over granite bedrock.   This 
value is approximately -75 (±5) kg m-3 for all study areas.   
With the exception of the area modeled by Black et al. (2002), a standard set 
of figures and tables is included for each study area.  They show the geographic 
location of the study area, the type and location of recent (<16 ma) volcanics as 
mapped by Luedke and Smith, generalized geology, the NGDC isostatic anomaly 
grid, the isostatic anomaly produced by the crustal density contrast model, crustal 
density contrasts within each model layer, a table of the model layer thicknesses, 




crustal density contrast values of the deepest model layer (basement), and figures 
showing the relationship of silica content of volcanic rock samples in each area with 
crustal density contrast values for the deepest model layer.   
4.2    Summary of Black et al. (2002) 
Black et al. (2002) constructed a three-dimensional gravity model of the area 
of southeastern California surrounding the Indian Wells Valley. Their method was 
used as a model for the study described in this document.   
The study area used by Black et al. (2002), shown on Figure 2.1, is bounded 
by Death Valley to the east and the Sierra Nevada mountains to the west.  The 
Mojave Desert is in the southern part of the study area.  Constraints for the model 
included surface geology, seismic reflection data, and deep well information.   
The final model configuration consisted of nine layers of varying crustal 
density contrasts.  The layers, with thicknesses ranging from 0.2 to 6.4 km, extended 
from the surface to 10 km.  The final model results indicated low density crust in the 
northern portion of the study area and higher density crust in the south. Final crustal 
density contrast values for the basement rocks range from 0 to -120 kg m-3. A wedge 
of lower density crust cuts across the northern study area from southeast to 
northwest.  The wedge of low crustal density is at least partly bounded by the Wilson 
Canyon fault to the south, further supporting the possibility of significantly different 
crustal densities existing adjacent to each other.  The Coso volcanic field is located 




crustal density may have been a determining factor in the location and nature of the 
surface volcanics in the area.   
4.3 Mojave study area 
This study area is located in the transitional zone between the Basin and 
Range extensional province and the Mojave block.  Figure 4.1 shows the location of 
this study area and surface features within.  Mapped faults in the area are confined to 
the west and trend generally northwest or west (USGS, 2006). The topography is 
generally “basin and range” type, with extensive sedimentary basins between 
mountains of basement rock.  Basement outcrops include Precambrian crystalline 
rocks (primarily schist and gneiss), Precambrian, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic 
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, Mesozoic granite, and Cenozoic granite.  
Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics overly both basement and basin fill in some areas.  
The location of volcanics less than 16 Ma, as mapped by Luedke and Smith (1981) is 
shown on Figure 4.2 and the geology of the area is shown on Figure 4.3. Volcanic 
rocks erupted in the last 16 million years include basalt, andesite and rhyolite.  Later 
Pleistocene and Holocene eruptions have been basaltic in nature and include the 
Cima volcanic field, the Amboy volcanic field and the Pisgah lava field.   
The modeled area for the Mojave Desert study area includes approximately 
32,000 km2.  As described in Chapter 2, two isostatic gravity anomaly grids were 
used in the modeling.  One interpolation used data points located only on bedrock, 
and the other was interpolated from all gravity points available.   Figure 4.4 shows 




gravity anomaly low is found in the center of the study area. The highest gravity 
anomaly values are located to the north and west of the low, and an area of 
intermediate values is located to the south and east of the low.   
For purposes of estimating the density of surface volcanics, and thus 
removing them from the underlying basement values which were of primary interest, 
the density contrast of granite was assumed to be -75 kg m-3.  The crustal density 
contrast value for basalt was estimated to be approximately 100 kg m-3.    The overall 
density contrast values of the basement (lowest layer) geology were assumed to 
reflect the gravity anomaly values interpolated from points on bedrock.  The lateral 
extent of each basin was approximated from the surface geology.  Maps produced by 
Saltus and Jachans (1995) were used as a guideline for basin depths.  Gravity 
modeling in this study and that by Saltus and Jachens (1995) indicates that the basins 
in this area are generally shallow (less than 600 m).   
The overall grid size for the Mojave study area was 414 rows by 308 
columns.  Each cell measured 500 m per side. The final model consists of five layers 
of various thickness (Table 4.1).  Actual isostatic gravity anomaly values and those 
produced by the model are shown on Figures 4.4 and 4.5.  The model produced a 
good match to the actual values with the greatest error associated with the prominent 
circular low in the central portion of the study area.  Figures 4.6 to 4.10 show the 5 
layers of crustal density contrasts as modeled in the Mojave study area.  
 The density trend displays low density crust (-55 to -85 kg m-3 contrast) in 




densest crust to the north (0 kg m-3 contrast).  A wedge of high density crust 
(40 kg m-3 contrast) was indicated in the north central portion of the area.  Short 
wavelength gravity highs were modeled as high density intrusions within a less 
dense crust.  The “intrusions” in the Mojave study area are scattered across the entire 
region and are not isolated to one particular crustal density contrast value.  The 
Independence dike swarm is an extensive system of mafic to silicic dikes which 
intruded eastern California about 148 Ma.  The Garlock fault cuts across the swarm 
and the southern extent is mapped at the surface in the western part of the Mojave 
study area (Carl and Glazner, 2002).  The small high density “intrusions” may be 
related to subsurface portions of the swarm.   
Late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics, ranging in composition from silicic 
to mafic (Luedke and Smith, 1981) are located over the central gravity anomaly low, 
and associated low values for crustal density.  Figure 4.12 shows the crustal density 
contrast value of the basement (deepest layer) directly beneath these volcanics.  The 
association shown on the figure, and on similar figures in the other study areas, is 
that between the type of volcanic rock (basalt, andesite, dacite or rhyolite) mapped in 
a particular grid cell and the modeled density contrast of the basement in the same 
grid cell.  The associations and percentages show trends only, as melt can travel 
significant distances from the point of eruption.  Basalt is found above all but the 
densest basement (deepest layer) crust and is primarily associated with the lowest 
basement crustal density contrast values (Figures 4.11, 4.12).  The greatest lateral 




crust of comparatively low density (crustal density contrast value -55 kg m-3) and 
include basalt, andesite, and rhyolite (Figure 4.12).  Volcanics erupted in the area 
during the late Pleistocene and Holocene are almost exclusively basaltic in nature 
(Amboy, Pisgah, and some Cima deposits) and erupted through crust with density 
contrast values of 0 to -55 kg m-3.  However, because the isostatic gravity anomaly 
values are all negative in character and granitic basement is modeled with 
approximately a -75 kg m-3 value, most basalt erupts through crust denser than that 
of granite.   
Volcanic rock sample data from the Mojave study area that include silica 
content information are plotted against modeled crustal density contrast values on 
Figure 4.13.  Silica content of samples taken in the area varies from 46% to 76% by 
weight.  The widest variation of silica content is associated with the least dense crust 
(-85 to -55 kg m-3 contrast value), perhaps indicating ponding of basaltic magma, and 
melting of crustal rocks creating silicic magma.    
4.4 Eastern Sierra Nevada, Western Basin and Range study area (SNBR) 
The SNBR study area is a region of approximately 24,276 km2 in size on the 
eastern side of the Sierra Nevada in California.  It is bounded on the west by the 
Sierra Nevada mountains and is open to the Basin and Range extensional province 
on the east. Figure 4.14 shows the location of the SNBR study area and features 
within. Late Tertiary to recent volcanics are abundant in this area and include 
rhyolite, andesite and basalt (Figure 4.15).   The area, much of which is currently 




Aurora-Bodie volcanic field and the Adobe Hills.  Basalt flows in the Adobe Hills 
occurred at several times in the late Tertiary and Quaternary. NAVDAT ages range 
from 13 to 3.5 Ma for the Adobe Hills.  Felsic to intermediate composition volcanics 
erupted in the Aurora-Bodie volcanic field from about 15 to 8 Ma.  Long Valley 
caldera was created about 760,000 years ago by a massive eruption.  Ash flow 
deposits from the caldera-forming blast created the Rhyolitic Bishop Tuff located 
just north of Bishop, California.  Rhyolite, dacite and basalt have since been 
deposited within the boundary of the caldera.  The Mono-Inyo craters are even 
younger in age, with eruptions from several thousand to several hundred years ago, 
the most recent of which is the Paoha island andesite estimated at 250 years old.  
Figure 4.16 shows the geology of the SNBR area.    
The overall grid size for this study area was 335 rows by 290 columns.  Each 
cell measured 500 m per side.  Model constraints or guidelines included surface 
mapping (Jennings et al., 1977; Stewart and Carlson, 1978; Luedke and Smith, 1981) 
and inferred structure from previous two and three-dimensional gravity modeling, 
seismic modeling and drilling on the Long Valley Caldera (Carle, 1988; Abers, 
1985).   Previous work by Carle (1988) and Abers (1985) is concentrated on the 
30 km by 50 km Long Valley caldera, which is the most complex part of the area to 
model.   
Figure 4.17 shows the isostatic gravity anomaly grid interpolated from 
NGDC data.  Anomaly values range from -71 to 11 mgal and generally grade from 




low within the field.  The gravity low associated with the caldera has been attributed 
to either low density sediment (alluvium, lake sediment, and fall back deposits of 
Bishop Tuff) or a shallow magma body (Carle, 1988; Abers, 1985).  These previous 
models, constrained with drill hole and seismic data modeled the caldera sediment 
depth from 2 to 3 km.  Carle’s model included a low density area, possibly magma, 
beneath the caldera.   
Separating the gravity values measured over basin fill from those on bedrock 
was not as successful in the Long Valley area due to the large amount of young 
volcanics on the surface.  In many cases it was not possible to differentiate between 
points on bedrock and points on volcanics that overly older basin fill.   
The final model created in this study is composed of 11 layers of varying 
thickness from the surface to a depth of 10 km (Table 4.2).  Agreement between the 
NGDC interpolated isostatic anomaly gravity data (Figure 4.17) and that produced 
by the model (Figure 4.18) is good.  As in previous models, the lowest model layer 
represents basement rock and was modeled from a gravity anomaly grid interpolated 
from data measured on bedrock. Basement density contrast values include values of 
0, -25, -70, -80, and -100 kg m-3.  The surface geology in the southwest portion of 
the study area is mapped as an extensive area of granitic plutonic outcrop.  The 
crustal density contrast value in the area of the pluton outcrop is -70 kg m-3, 
supporting the assumption that a valid crustal density contrast value for granite is 
approximately -75 kg m-3 in this area.  Basins were identified by surface geology and 




previous work (Carle, 1988).   Although the fill within the caldera is primarily 
volcanic, the density-depth relationship (Figure 2.4) used for general basin fill was 
similar to fill density used by Carle (1988) in his more detailed model and was used 
in this simulation. Density contrast values within each layer are shown in Figures 
4.19 to 4.29.    
In the SNBR study area, volcanics have erupted through basement (deepest 
layer) crust of all density contrast values within the model.  This includes density 
contrast values of 0, -25, -70, -80 and –100 kg m-3.  Figure 4.30 shows late Tertiary 
and Quaternary volcanics in relationship to estimated basement (deepest layer) 
density contrast values.  A breakdown of volcanic rock type and the associated 
basement crustal density values are shown on Figure 4.31.   
Most eruptions in the SNBR study area occur through basement crust of 
intermediate-high density, shown by the –25 kg m-3 crustal density contrast value.  
Basaltic flows are found primarily above the basement crust with a –25 kg m-3 
crustal density contrast value, with less significant deposits above denser crust 
(0 kg m-3 crustal density contrast) and less dense crust (-70 and –80 kg m-3 density 
contrast).  Very little basalt exists above the least dense estimate (-100 kg m-3 crustal 
density contrast). Andesites are most frequently found associated with basement 
crust of intermediate to high density (-25 kg m-3 density contrast), but are also 
frequently associated with less dense (-80 kg m-3 contrast) crust.  Rhyolite flows 
occur in association with basement crustal density contrast values of -80 to 




portion of the study area occurs near positive gravity anomalies which were modeled 
as very dense (100 to 200 kg m-3 contrast) plutons within basement crust of density 
similar to granite or granidiorite (-70 to -25 kg m-3 density contrast).  A likely 
explanation for this result is the ponding of basaltic to intermediate magma due to 
neutral buoyancy.  Due to the inexact nature of gravity modeling, it is possible that 
the “plutons” have a density contrast value less than 200 kg m-3 and continue deeper 
into the crust or are shallower than modeled.  The short wavelength nature of the 
gravity anomalies indicate that they are most likely localized intrusions.  The exact 
shape, depth and density contrast value are not well constrained at this time.   
Figure 4.32 shows the relationship between silica content (wt%) of volcanic 
samples in the SNBR study area available through NAVDAT and the basement 
crustal density contrast values.  Samples with the lowest and highest recorded silica 
content (44% to 78%) are associated with basement crust with a density contrast 
value of -70 kg m-3, although basement of other density contrast values (-25 and -100 
kg m-3) show a wide range of silica content values as well.   A definite relationship 
between the two variables is not evident, but may be due to the availability and 
spacing of sample data available on NAVDAT at this time. 
4.5   Central Nevada study area 
The modeled area in Central Nevada encompasses approximately 15,000 km2 
of the Basin and Range Province.  It includes the north-south trending Reveille 
Range, Pancake Range, Quinn Canyon Range, Kawich Range and the southern Hot 




the ranges.   Basins include Railroad Valley and Sand Spring Valley.  Figure 4.33 
shows the location and features of the Central Nevada Study area.   
Tertiary volcanics in this study area are primarily basaltic with lesser 
amounts of rhyolite and andesite.  Felsic volcanism predominated until 
approximately 14 Ma, when lithospheric derived basaltic andesites erupted (Rash, 
1995).  Between 14 and 6 Ma the source for mafic volcanics shifted from the 
lithosphere to the asthenosphere (Rash, 1995; Dickson, 1995).  Mafic volcanics 
erupted primarily in the Reveille and southern Pancake ranges (Lunar Crater 
Volcanic field) while those of felsic composition are found in the southwest portion 
of the study area (Figure 4.34). The youngest volcanic rocks are found in this study 
area are found in the Lunar Crater Volcanic field in the Pancake Range.  Geology of 
the Central Nevada study area is shown on Figure 4.35 and consists primarily of 
Tertiary age volcanic and shallow intrusive ranges bounded by basins.   
The overall grid size for this study area was 300 rows by 200 columns.  Each 
cell measured 500 m per side.  The isostatic anomaly grid interpolated from NGCD 
data is shown on Figure 4.36, and the isostatic anomaly grid generated by the gravity 
model for the area is shown on Figure 4.37.   
The solution is composed of nine layers of gridded crustal density contrast 
values relative to the density of granite. Basement density contrasts include values of 
0, -5, -25, -40, -55, -60, -65, and -80 kg m-3.   The density contrast value for 




geologic mapping on area bedrock.  Layer thickness and depth are given on Table 
4.3 
 A two-dimensional representation of each layer of crustal density contrast 
values is shown on Figures 4.38 through 4.46.  Figure 4.46 is the two-dimensional 
representation of the basement density contrasts with the location of surface 
volcanics shown as an overlay.    
Figure 4.48 categorizes erupted volcanics in the Reveille Range study area by 
modeled crustal density contrast values.  Basaltic volcanics are grouped in a 
northeast to southwest band and overlie basement rocks with modeled densities 
varying from 0 to –65 kg m-3 contrast.  The majority (51%) of the basalt deposits 
occur over the dense basement values (0 and –5 kg m-3 contrast), with a slightly 
lesser amount (45%) over basement of -50 to -60 kg m-3 crustal density contrast that 
lies between the denser values.  No basalt is found over the least dense crust.   
A small amount of Tertiary age andesite is found in this study area.  
Locations of andesite eruptions are split somewhat equally between crustal density 
contrast values of 0 to -5 kg m-3 contrast, -50 to -65 kg m-3 contrast, and -80 kg m-3 
contrast.   
Rhyolitic eruptions occur predominately in the southwest corner of the study 
area.  A small amount is also found associated with basalt eruptions.  Rhyolite 
magma reached the surface through crust of contrast values from 0 to -65 kg m-3.  
A number of high density (100 - 200 kg m-3 contrast) intrusions were used to 




is centered in the northwest corner of the study area where the basement was found 
to be the least dense (-80 kg m-3 contrast).  This intrusion is modeled as being 
connected to a smaller and shallower body in denser (-5 kg m-3 contrast) crust found 
adjacent.  Andesite eruptions occur in close proximity to this “intrusion”, in both 
densities of crust.  Smaller plutons were modeled in the southern portion of the study 
area near rhyolite volcanics.  The basement in this area is modeled to vary from –25 
to –60 kg m-3 density contrast.  A small isolated intrusive body was modeled over 
dense (0 kg m-3 density contrast) basement near basalt eruptions. 
Figure 4.49 shows the relationship between silica content (wt%) of volcanic 
samples in the Central Nevada study area available through NAVDAT and the 
basement crustal density contrast values.  Rocks with the lowest silica content for 
this study area (42%) are associated with a basement crustal density contrast value of 
-5 kg m-3.   Rocks with the highest silica content (60%) are associated with the crust 
of the same basement density contrast, but in a different geographic location.  
Volcanic rocks with silica content ranging from 45% to 50% are associated with 
basement crustal density contrast values of -50.  Since the contrast value for granite 









Table 4.1 Mojave study area gravity model layer depth and thickness 
Layer identifier 
(associated figure) 
Depth range  (meters) Thickness (meters) 
A  (Figure 4.6) 0 - 100 100 
B (Figure 4.7) 100 - 200 100 
C (Figure 4.8) 200 - 400 200 
D (Figure 4.9) 400 - 600 200 
E (Figure 4.10) 
‘basement’ 
600 - 10000 9400 
 
 
Table 4.2   SNBR gravity model layer depth and thickness 
Layer identifier 
 (associated figure)  Depth range  (meters) Thickness (meters) 
A (Figure 4.19) 0 - 100 100 
B (Figure 4.20) 100 - 300 200 
C (Figure 4.21) 300 - 500 200 
D (Figure 4.22) 500 - 700 200 
E (Figure 4.23) 700 - 900 200 
F (Figure 4.24) 900 -1100 200 
G (Figure 4.25) 1100 - 1500 400 
H (Figure 4.26) 1500 - 2000 500 
I (Figure 4.27) 2000 - 2400 400 
J (Figure 4.28) 2400 - 3000 600 
K (Figure 4.29) 





Table 4.3  Central Nevada gravity model layer depth and thickness 
Layer identifier 
(associated figure) Depth range 
Layer thickness in 
meters 
A (Figure 4.38) 0-100 100 
B (Figure 4.39) 100-300 200 
C (Figure 4.40) 300-500 200 
D (Figure 4.41) 500-700 200 
E (Figure 4.42) 700-900 200 
F (Figure 4.43) 900-1100 200 
G (Figure 4.44) 1100-1300 200 
H (Figure 4.45) 1300-1600 300 
I (Figure 4.46) 
‘basement’  1600-10000 8400 
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Figure 4.2  Late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics in the Mojave
study area as mapped by Luedke and Smith (1981).
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Figure 4.3  Geology of the Mojave study area.  Modified from 


























Figure 4.4  Isostatic gravity anomaly grid interpolated from NGDC 


























Figure 4.5  Isostatic gravity anomaly grid calculated from crustal density 
contrast model, Mojave study area.
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Figure 4.6   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer A, 0 - 100  
meters depth, Mojave study area. 
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Figure 4.7   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer B, 100 - 200 
meters depth, Mojave study area. 
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Figure 4.8  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer C, 200 - 400 
meters depth, Mojave study area. 
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Figure 4.9  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer D, 400 - 600 
meters depth, Mojave study area. 
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Figure 4.10  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer E (basement), 
600 - 10,000 meters depth, Mojave study area. 
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Figure 4.11   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer E (basement), 
for the Mojave study area shown with late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics
as mapped by Luedke and Smith (1981),  and silica content values of










































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.14  Location and features of Eastern Sierra Nevada and 
Western Basin and Range (SNBR) study area.
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Figure 4.15   Late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics in the SNBR






Figure 4.16  Geologic map of the SNBR study area.  Modified from Stewart 
and Carlson (1978) and Jennings (1977).
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Figure 4.17  Isostatic gravity anomaly grid interpolated from NGDC 
isostatic gravity anomaly values, SNBR study area. 
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Figure 4.18  Isostatic gravity anomaly calculated from crustal density contrast 
model, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.19 Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer A, 0 - 100 
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.20 Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer B, 100 - 300 
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.21  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer C, 300 - 500
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.22  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer D, 500 - 700
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.23  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer E, 700 - 900
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.24  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer F, 900 - 1100
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.25  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer G, 1100 - 1500
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.26  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer H, 1500 - 2000 
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.27  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer I, 2000 - 2400
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.28  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer J, 2400 - 3000 
meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.29  Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer K (basement), 
3,000 - 10,000 meters depth, SNBR study area.
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Figure 4.30  Basement (deepest layer) crustal density contrast values in 
the SNBR study area shown with late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics
as mapped by Luedke and Smith (1981) and silica content values of
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Figure 4.34 Late Tertiary and Quaternary volcanics in the Central
Nevada study area as mapped by Luedke and Smith (1981).
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Figure 4.35  Geology of the Central Nevada study area.  
Modified from Jennings et al. (1977).  
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Figure 4.36  Isostatic anomaly grid interpolated from NGCD isostatic

























Figure 4.37  Isostatic gravity anomaly grid calculated from crustal density

























Figure 4.38   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer A, 0 - 100 meters 
depth, Central Nevada study area.  
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Figure 4.39   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer B, 100 - 300  
meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.40   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer C, 300 - 500  
meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.41   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer D, 500 - 700  
meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.42   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer E, 700 - 900  
meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.43   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer F, 900 - 1100  
meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.44   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer G, 1100 - 1300  
meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.45   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer H, 1300 - 1600  
meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.46   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer I (basement),
1600 - 10,000 meters depth, Central Nevada study area. 
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Figure 4.47   Modeled crustal density contrasts for layer I (basement), 
for the Central Nevada study area shown with late Tertiary and Quaternary 
volcanics as mapped by Luedke and Smith (1981),  and silica content values 
of sampled volcanics from NAVDAT database.
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5.1  Introduction 
  The work described in Chapters 1-4 was designed to test the hypothesis that 
crustal density controls the nature of magmatic activity due to buoyancy effects.  The 
hypothesis states that basaltic magmas will have a tendency to pond within the crust 
in areas with lower crustal density, and are more likely to erupt in areas of greater 
crustal density due to differences in buoyancy forces.  Areas in which the basaltic 
magmas pond within the crust should also correlate with areas where rhyolitic melts 
are generated and rhyolitic magmatic centers can be formed.   
 Isostatic gravity anomalies are intended to show density anomalies within the 
upper crust.  An isostatic gravity set has had numerous corrections applied to the raw 
data, including an isostatic correction that accounts for deep mass supporting high 
topography.  The value of the correction directly affects the value of the gravity 
anomaly, and so the value of isostatic anomalies used in the gravity modeling.  A 
second part of the research presented here was a comparison of two commonly used 
isostatic correction techniques, the Airy-Heiskanen, and Pratt-Hayford methods and 
the introduction of a new isostatic compensation technique that combines aspects of 
both methods.   
5.2 Isostatic Correction Models 
 The choice of isostatic correction model will affect the gravity anomaly value 
and so the crustal density contrast values found in the gravity models.  This study has 
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shown that differences between the Pratt-Hayford and Airy-Heiskanen isostatic 
correction techniques are significant on a scale of tens of kilometers.  Comparisons 
between models show that the greatest disagreement in correction value occurs with 
large variations in elevation.  Differences between values generated by the Pratt-
Hayford and Airy-Heiskanen models reach 30 mgal over approximately 36 km in 
some areas.  The SNBR and Mojave study areas are most strongly influenced by the 
differences in correction values.   
The CEM model is presented as an alternative method of isostatic 
compensation. Aspects of both the Airy-Heiskanen and the Pratt-Hayford isostatic 
compensation models are used in the CEM.  It uses a ‘map’ of the Moho obtained 
from seismic data for crustal root geometry rather than calculating a crustal root, and 
then uses a calculated mantle density contrast value to further compensate high 
topography where needed.  This method uses a more accurate concept of the actual 
geometry of the crust and mantle interface and the nature of the mantle than the 
compensation methods introduced by Pratt and Airy in the early twentieth century.   
The development of the CEM isostatic correction model is an important step 
toward increasing the accuracy of this important gravity data correction.  The CEM 
incorporates recent advancements in the understanding of the nature of the lower 
crust and upper mantle to increase the accuracy of the isostatic gravity data 
correction.      
Free air anomaly data are highly correlated with terrain, but over scales of 
hundreds of kilometers average to near zero if the area under consideration is 
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isostatically compensated.  As done in this work, using the averaged free air anomaly 
value as a guide to isostatically correcting gravity data (i.e., averaged isostatic 
anomaly values should equal averaged free air values) produces the most valid 
isostatic anomaly data sets, and in turn the most accurate crustal density anomaly 
models.  
5.3     Crustal Density and Volcanic Rocks 
 Crustal density contrasts reflect the general crustal density trends within an 
area.  With or without an actual firm number for crustal density (i.e., 2670 kg m-3 for 
granite), the spatial relationship between density contrast and location of erupted 
volcanics is of value in establishing the likelihood of a connection between the two 
entities.   
 Magma density can be determined in several ways.  An estimate can be made 
using the partial molar volumes of the oxide components of the rock (e.g. Bottinga et 
al., 1982; Ochs and Lange, 1999).   If rock chemical analysis is available this method 
is most accurate.  Magma density is also sensitive to water content and temperature, 
neither of which can accurately be determined from rock chemistry.  Test 
calculations using a density calculator (Wenner, personal communication) based on 
Ochs and Lange (1999) and using rock chemistry from samples in the Reveille 
Range (Wang, 1999) show that the density of the basaltic magma in the Reveille 
Range is approximately 3100 kg m-3.  This value is high, possibly due to incomplete 
analysis and unknown water content.  
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 Another very simple method of estimating magma density is suggested by 
Philpotts (1990, p. 14).  He suggests using the fact that when a rock melts it will 
expand about 10%.   Thus most magmas will have a density about 91% of the solid 
form of the rock.  Densities of solid basalt, based on known mineral densities can 
vary from 3000 to 3300 kg m-3.  Using the simple rule of thumb provided by 
Philpotts, the corresponding magma density will be approximately 91% of that value, 
or 2700 kg m-3 to 3000 kg m-3.   The test calculations show the sensitivity of the 
buoyancy mechanism due to slight variations in magma chemistry.  Using the above 
numbers, basaltic magma with a density of 2700 kg m-3 rising solely due to 
buoyancy should have the potential to reach the surface through crust of density 
about 30 kg m-3 greater than that of granite.   The crustal density contrast value 
needed to reproduce the isostatic anomaly value over granite bedrock provides an 
accurate estimate of the crustal density contrast value for granite in general.   This 
value is approximately -75 (±5) kg m-3 for all study areas.  Thus, the density contrast 
value that would allow basaltic magma of density 2700 kg m-3 to pass through is -45 
kg m-3.  Figure 5.1 summarizes this condition in the three study areas and for the 
study as a whole.  About 50% of basaltic magma in the study areas erupts through 
crust denser than 2700 kg m-3 and about 50% erupts through crust less dense than 
2700 kg m-3.  Approximately half of the late Tertiary and Quaternary basalt in the 
study areas has erupted through crust that is less dense than the magma was.  It is 
likely that in these cases, the simple model of a magma diapir rising through the 
crust due to buoyancy force is not correct.  
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 In the areas where the upper crustal density does not appear to have 
controlled the eruptive location of basalt, it is possible that the magma is not rising 
due to buoyancy alone, but is connected to a deeper source through a conduit.  In this 
situation the force needed for magma to reach the surface is partly or entirely 
supplied by buoyancy at depth where the density of the surrounding rock is greater 
and the connection to the deeper source (Stolper and Walker, 1980). The map of the 
depth to the Moho created for the CEM isostatic model shows that in all three study 
areas the seismically observed Moho is generally shallower than would be expected 
by the Airy-Heiskanen model, and denser mantle is 5 to 10 km nearer the surface 
than would be expected from the topography, perhaps providing the extra few 
kilometers of dense material needed to support a column of basaltic magma all the 
way to the surface.     
 This study has shown that magma sometimes erupts through crust of a higher 
density than the magma.  In these instances the magma must maintain a connection 
to a deep source.  Substantiating this condition may be possible through the use of 
isotopic data from rock samples in each study area.   
5.4   Correlation of Crustal Density with Apparent High Density Intrusive 
Rocks 
 Short wavelength positive anomalies within an otherwise generally negative 
larger scale anomaly were modeled as small, high density intrusives.  With the 
exception of the Mojave study area the intrusives occurred within lower density 
crust.  In the Mojave study area, intrusive structures were scattered among all 
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modeled crustal densities, and are in the correct location to be part of the 
Independence dike swarm.  The occurrence of high density intrusives in the low 
density crust supports the idea that dense magma will pond and solidify beneath the 
surface. In the Central Nevada and SNBR study areas this idea is further supported 
by the occurrence of felsic volcanics near the intrusions, indicating that melting of 
felsic crust occurred nearby.   
5.5   Future Directions  
 This study did not differentiate between magma that rose as a diapir and 
magma that rose due to the combined buoyancy force acting on a column of magma 
connected to a deep source.  Geochemical information from sampled rocks can be 
used to infer the source of the magma and the likely speed of ascent.  Magma which 
remained connected to a deep source and rose quickly through an open conduit will 
show little crustal contamination.  Samples containing mantle xenoliths most 
certainly rose to the surface quickly through a conduit.  Geochemical data from 
NAVDAT database will be combined with crustal density contrast data produced in 
this study to differentiate between the two mechanisms of magma ascent and further 
define the role crustal density plays in the location of volcanism. 
 The accuracy of gravity modeling using isostatic anomalies is very sensitive 
to differences in the anomaly value, especially short wavelength changes.  Further 
development and testing of the CEM isostatic compensation method will contribute 
to advancements in the accuracy of gravity anomaly data and the overall 
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Listing A.1 program layergrav 
 
      program layergrav 
c 
c  Modified from gross.f written by Ross Black 
c 
c  calculate the gravitational attraction 
c  from a series of Arc gridascii grids   
c  the output grid is the same size as 
c  the input grid in xy and 
c  is  also an ascii grid 
c 
c  the Arc ascii grid starts with the northwest corner 
c  of the data and is stored row by row. 
c 
c  Subroutines by Richard Blakely 
c 
      real data(500,500),grav(500,500) 
      real data2(262144) 
      real store(524288) 
      real ztop(25),zbot(25) 
      integer nx,ny 
      character*14 junk(6),junk2 
      character*40 rhofile,layerfile,outfile 
      print*,'input density file name' 
      read(5,10) rhofile 
 10   format(a40) 
      open(1,file=rhofile,status='old') 
      print*,'input layer information file name' 
      read(5,10) layerfile 
      open(2,file=layerfile,status='old') 
      print*,'enter output gravity file name' 
      read(5,10) outfile 
      open(3,file=outfile,status='new') 
      read(1,15) junk(1),nx 
 15   format(a14,i3) 
      write(6,20) nx 
 20   format('ncols ',i4) 
      read(1,30) junk(2),ny 
 30   format(a14,i3) 
      write(6,35) ny 
 35   format('nrows ',i4) 
      read(1,40) junk(3),ixllc 
 40   format(a14,i6) 
      xllc = float(ixllc) 
      write(6,45) xllc 
 45   format('xllc ',f8.1) 
      read(1,50) junk(4),iyllc 
 50   format(a14,i7) 
      yllc = float(iyllc) 
      write(6,55) yllc  
 55   format('yllc ',f9.1) 
      read(1,60) junk(5),icellsize 
 60   format(a14,i3) 
      write(6,65) icellsize  
 65   format('icellsize ',i4) 
      read(1,70) junk(6),inodata 
 70   format(a14,i5) 
      read(2,*) nlayers 
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      print*,' nlayers=',nlayers 
      dx = float(icellsize)/1000. 
      dy = float(icellsize)/1000. 
c 
c  layer top, bottom depths in m 
c 
      do k=1,nlayers 
        read(2,*) ztop(k),zbot(k) 
      end do 
      cellhalf = float(icellsize)/2. 
      iwindhalf = int(radius/float(icellsize)) 
      print*,'xllc,yllc=',xllc,yllc 
      print*,'icellsize,cellhalf=',icellsize,cellhalf 
      xulcent = xllc+cellhalf 
      yulcent = (yllc+(ny*icellsize))-cellhalf 
c 
c  start the calculations 
c  use UTM coords converted to KM until the call to glayer 
c     UL map corner is 1st data element on input 
c  use NEV coords in KM on the call to gbox 
c     LL map corner is 1st data element in 1D array going 
c     to glayer 
c 
c  in this version all layers must have exactly the same number of  
c  rows and columns and must be in exactly the same spatial location 
c 
      do k=1,nlayers 
        print*,' starting layer ',k 
        if (k.gt.1) then 
          do j=1,6 
            read(1,11) junk2 
            print*,junk2 
 11         format(a14) 
          end do 
        end if 
        do i=1,ny 
          print*,i 
          read(1,*) (data(j,i),j=1,nx) 
          do j=1,nx 
            if (data(j,i).lt.-998.0) data(j,i) = 0. 
          end do 
        end do 
        do i=1,524288 
          store(i) = 0. 
        end do 
c start fourier stuff 
 
        z1 = (ztop(k)+0.1)/1000. 
        z2 = zbot(k)/1000. 
c 
c gbox uses NEV coords for xyz, not UTM where EN=xy 
c  so flip the x and y coords around in subroutine call 
c 
        nnx = 512 
        nny = 512 
        do ii=1,ny 
          do jj=1,nx 
            irow = 1+ny-ii 
            in = jj+(ii-1)*nnx  
            data2(in) = data(jj,irow) 
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          end do 
        end do 
        call glayer(data2,nny,nnx,dy,dx,z1,z2,store) 
        do ii=1,ny 
          do jj=1,nx 
            irow = 1+ny-ii 
            in = jj+(ii-1)*nnx  
            grav(jj,irow) = data2(in)+grav(jj,irow) 
          end do 
        end do 
      end do 
      write(6,76) 
 76   format(' finished ') 
      write(3,15) junk(1),nx 
      write(3,30) junk(2),ny 
      write(3,40) junk(3),ixllc 
      write(3,50) junk(4),iyllc 
      write(3,60) junk(5),icellsize 
      write(3,70) junk(6),inodata 
      do i=1,ny 
        write(3,80) (grav(j,i),j=1,nx) 
 80     format(1200f10.4) 
      end do 
      stop 
      end  
c============================================================ 
      subroutine glayer(rho,nx,ny,dx,dy,z1,z2,store) 
c 
c  Subroutine GLAYER calculates the vertical gravitational  
c  attraction on a two-dimensional grid caused by a two- 
c  dimensional density confined to a horizontal layer.  The  
c  following steps are involved:  (1) Fourier transform the  
c  density, (2) multiply by the earth filter, and (3) inverse  
c  Fourier transform the product.  Density is specified on a  
c  rectangular grid with x and y axes directed north and east, 
c  respectively.  Z axis is down.  Requires subroutines FOURN,  
c  KVALUE, and GFILT.   
c 
c  Input parameters: 
c    nx - number of elements in the south-to-north direction.   
c    ny - number of elements in the west-to-east direction.   
c         (NOTE: Both nx and ny must be powers of two. 
c    rho - a singly dimensioned real array containing the  
c         two-dimensional density, in kg/(m**3).  Elements  
c         should be in order of west to east, then south to  
c         north (i.e., element 1 is the southwest corner,  
c         element ny is the southeast corner, element  
c         (nx-1)*ny+1 is the northwest corner, and element ny*nx 
c         is the northeast corner.  
c    store - a singly dimensioned real array used internally.   
c         It should be dimensioned at least 2*nx*ny.  
c    dx - sample interval in the x direction, in km. 
c    dy - sample interval in the y direction, in km.  
c    z1 - depth to top of layer, in km.  Must be > 0. 
c    z2 - depth to bottom of layer, in km.  Must be > z1. 
c 
c  Output parameters: 
c    rho - upon output, rho will contain the gravity anomaly, 
c         in mGal, with same orientation as above. 
c 
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      complex crho,cmplx 
      real kx,ky,km2m 
      dimension rho(262144),store(524288),nn(2) 
      data pi/3.14159265/,si2mg/1.e5/,km2m/1.e3/ 
 
      nn(1) = ny 
      nn(2) = nx 
      ndim = 2 
      dkx = 2.*pi/(nx*dx) 
      dky = 2.*pi/(ny*dy) 
      do 10 j=1,nx 
        do 10 i=1,ny 
          ij = (j-1)*ny+i 
          store(2*ij-1) = rho(ij) 
   10 store(2*ij) = 0. 
      isssign = 1 
      call fourn(store,nn,ndim,isssign) 
      do 20 j=1,nx 
        do 20 i=1,ny 
          ij = (j-1)*ny+i 
          call kvalue(i,j,nx,ny,dkx,dky,kx,ky) 
          crho = cmplx(store(2*ij-1),store(2*ij)) 
          crho = crho*gfilt(kx,ky,z1,z2) 
          store(2*ij-1) = real(crho) 
   20 store(2*ij) = aimag(crho) 
      isssign = -1 
      call fourn(store,nn,ndim,isssign) 
      do 30 j=1,nx 
        do 30 i=1,ny 
          ij = (j-1)*ny+i 
   30 rho(ij) = store(2*ij-1)*si2mg*km2m/(nx*ny) 
      return 




      subroutine kvalue(i,j,nx,ny,dkx,dky,kx,ky) 
c  Subroutine KVALUE finds the wavenumber coordinates of one  
c  element of a rectangular grid from subroutine FOURN.   
c 
c  Input parameters: 
c    i  - index in the ky direction. 
c    j  - index in the kx direction. 
c    nx - dimension of grid in ky direction (a power of two). 
c    ny - dimension of grid in kx direction (a power of two). 
c    dkx - sample interval in the kx direction. 
c    dky - sample interval in the ky direction. 
c 
c  Output parameters: 
c    kx - the wavenumber coordinate in the kx direction. 
c    ky - the wavenumber coordinate in the ky direction. 
c 
      real kx,ky 
      nyqx = nx/2+1 
      nyqy = ny/2+1 
      if (j.le.nyqx) then 
        kx = (j-1)*dkx 
      else 
        kx = (j-nx-1)*dkx 
      end if 
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      if (i.le.nyqy) then 
        ky = (i-1)*dky 
      else 
        ky = (i-ny-1)*dky 
      end if 
      return 




      subroutine fourn(data,nn,ndim,isign) 
c 
c  Replaces DATA by its NDIM-dimensional discrete Fourier transform,  
c  if ISIGN is input as 1.  NN is an integer array of length NDIM,  
c  containing the lengths of each dimension (number of complex values),  
c  which must all be powers of 2.  DATA is a real array of length twice  
c  the product of these lengths, in which the data are stored as in a  
c  multidimensional complex Fortran array.  If ISIGN is input as -1,  
c  DATA is replaced by its inverse transform times the product of the 
c  lengths of all dimensions.  From Press, W.H., Flannery, B.P.,  
c  Teukolsky, S.A., and Vetterling, W.T., 1986, Numerical Recipes,  
c  Cambridge Univ. Press, p. 451-453. 
c 
      real*8 wr,wi,wpr,wpi,wtemp,theta 
      dimension nn(2),data(524288) 
      ntot = 1 
      do 11 iidim=1,ndim 
        ntot = ntot*nn(iidim) 
11    continue 
      nprev = 1 
      do 18 iidim=1,ndim 
        n = nn(iidim) 
        nrem = ntot/(n*nprev) 
        ip1 = 2*nprev 
        ip2 = ip1*n 
        ip3 = ip2*nrem 
        i2rev = 1 
        do 14 i2=1,ip2,ip1 
          if (i2.lt.i2rev) then 
            do 13 i1=i2,i2+ip1-2,2 
              do 12 i3=i1,ip3,ip2 
                i3rev = i2rev+i3-i2 
                tempr = data(i3) 
                tempi = data(i3+1) 
                data(i3) = data(i3rev) 
                data(i3+1) = data(i3rev+1) 
                data(i3rev) = tempr 
                data(i3rev+1) = tempi 
12            continue 
13          continue 
          end if 
          ibit = ip2/2 
1         if ((ibit.ge.ip1).and.(i2rev.gt.ibit)) then 
            i2rev = i2rev-ibit 
            ibit = ibit/2 
          go to 1 
          end if 
          i2rev = i2rev+ibit 
14      continue 
        ifp1 = ip1 
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2       if (ifp1.lt.ip2) then 
          ifp2 = 2*ifp1 
          theta = isign*6.28318530717959d0/(ifp2/ip1) 
          wpr = -2.d0*dsin(0.5d0*theta)**2 
          wpi = dsin(theta) 
          wr = 1.d0 
          wi = 0.d0 
          do 17 i3=1,ifp1,ip1 
            do 16 i1=i3,i3+ip1-2,2 
              do 15 i2=i1,ip3,ifp2 
                k1 = i2 
                k2 = k1+ifp1 
                tempr = sngl(wr)*data(k2)-sngl(wi)*data(k2+1) 
                tempi = sngl(wr)*data(k2+1)+sngl(wi)*data(k2) 
                data(k2) = data(k1)-tempr 
                data(k2+1) = data(k1+1)-tempi 
                data(k1) = data(k1)+tempr 
                data(k1+1) = data(k1+1)+tempi 
15            continue 
16          continue 
            wtemp = wr 
            wr = wr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr 
            wi = wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi 
17        continue 
          ifp1=ifp2 
          go to 2 
        end if 
        nprev = n*nprev 
18    continue 
      return 




      function gfilt(kx,ky,z1,z2) 
c 
c  Function GFILT calculates the value of the gravitational 
c  earth filter at a single (kx,ky) location. 
c 
c  Input parameters: 
c    kx - the wavenumber coordinate in the kx direction, in  
c         units of 1/km. 
c    ky - the wavenumber coordinate in the ky direction, in  
c         units of 1/km. 
c    z1 - the depth to the top of the layer, in km. 
c    z2 - the depth to the bottom of the layer, in km. 
c 
c  Output parameters: 
c    gfilt - the value of the earth filter. 
c 
      real kx,ky,k 
      data pi/3.14159265/,gamma/6.67e-11/ 
      k = sqrt(kx**2+ky**2) 
      if (k.eq.0.) then 
        gfilt = 2.*pi*gamma*(z2-z1) 
      else 
        gfilt = 2.*pi*gamma*(exp(-k*z1)-exp(-k*z2))/k 
      end if 
      return 
      end 
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Listing A.2 program pratthayford 
 
      program pratthayford 
 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c  October, 07 
c  Correction values are upward continued.   
c  by Linda Pickett Garinger with subroutines by Richard J. Blakely (from  
c  Potential theory in Gravity and Magnetic Applications).  This program  
c  calculates an isostatic correction using the Pratt method.  
c  This program is a two layer model.  Density above sea level is 
c  constant and equal to seacoast density.  Other densities below sea level  
c  are calculated for each grid column according to topographic load. 
c  The program uses these densities to calculate the vertical gravitational  
c  isostatic correction.  An area of 166.7 km radius is considered for each 
c  grid point. 
c  This program reads gridded values of elevation. 
c  June 11, 2007.  Changing correction calculation to consider the anomalous  
c  water density over ocean areas per Watts. The gravitational attraction of  
c  each column is considered - including water, and calculated column 
density. 
c  Then the gravitational attraction of the sea level column is subtracted.     
 
 
      real rhosl,rad,compdpth,xllcorner,yllcorner 
      real cellsize,xnodat,rhockgm,gravsum 
      real topogrid(2000,2000),rhogrd(2000,2000) 
      real prattgrid(2000,2000) 
      integer ncol,nrow,inodat 
      character*50 topofile,label(8),notefile,rhofile,prattfile 
       
c**********constants ******************* 
      print*, 'input crustal density (above sea level) in kg/m**3' 
      read*, rhockgm 
      rhosl = rhockgm  
      rhosea = 1027. 
      rad = 166.7 
      gravsum = 0.0 
      do i=1,2000 
        do j=1,2000 
          prattgrid(i,j) = 0.0 
        end do 
      end do   
C***Rho is held constant only to sea level. 
       
c***compdpth is the compensation depth(km). Lithosperic density between 
c***compdpth and sea level will adjust according to topographic load. 
      print*,'input compensation depth (km)' 
      read*,compdpth 
c********input topo acsii grid************** 
c***this is an ascii grid.  Elevations are in m***** 
      print*,'input gridascii topo file name' 
      read(5,10) topofile 
  10  format(a50) 
      open(9,file=topofile, status='old') 
      read(9,15) label(1), ncol 
      read(9,16) label(2), nrow 
      read(9,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      read(9,25) label(4), yllcorner 
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      read(9,25) label(5), cellsize 
      read(9,35) label(6), inodat 
      xnodat = float(inodat) 
   15 format(a14,i3) 
   16 format(a14,i4) 
   25 format(a14,f15.5) 
   35 format(a14,i5) 
      do i=1,nrow 
        read(9,*,end=45)(topogrid(i,j),j=1,ncol) 
      end do 
   45 continue 
      close(9) 
c*****Calculate the density of column ..... 
 
      do 50 j=1,ncol 
        do 50 i=1,nrow 
          if (topogrid(i,j).eq.xnodat) then 
            rhogrd(i,j) = xnodat 
            go to 50 
          else if (topogrid(i,j).le.-50000.) then 
            od = -1.*(topogrid(i,j)+50000.)/1000. 
c for ocean areas balance is:          
            rhogrd(i,j) = (compdpth*rhosl -  
     +                    (od*rhosea))/(compdpth - od) 
  
            go to 50 
          else if(topogrid(i,j).ge.0.) then          
c for continental areas above sea level balance is:              
            rhogrd(i,j) = ((rhosl*compdpth - ((topogrid(i,j)/1000.) 
     +                      *rhockgm)))/compdpth 
          else 
c for continental areas below sea level the balance is: 
            rhogrd(i,j) = (rhosl*compdpth)/ 
     +                    (compdpth+(topogrid(i,j)/1000.)) 
          end if 
   50 continue     
 
c****write the density grid**************** 
      print*, 'input density (rho) file name' 
      read(5,10) rhofile 
      open (3, file = rhofile,status = 'new') 
      do 55 k=1,nrow 
        write(3,56) (rhogrd(k,l),l=1,ncol) 
   55 continue 
   56 format(2000f12.3) 
      close(3) 
 
c****calculate the gravitational correction 
      print*,'input note file name' 
      read(5,10) notefile 
      print*,'input pratt correction file name' 
      read(5,10) prattfile 
      open (12, file = notefile, status = 'new') 
      open (13,file = prattfile, status = 'new') 
      write(12,*) 'run name:', prattfile 
      write(12,*) 'Two layer model, variable mantle density' 
      write(12,*) 'crustal density = ', rhockgm 
      write(12,*) 'column density at sea level = ',rhosl 
      write(12,*) 'compensation depth = ',compdpth 
      close(12) 
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c  write header for ascii grid output file 
      write(13,15) label(1), ncol 
      write(13,15) label(2), nrow 
      write(13,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      write(13,25) label(4), yllcorner 
      write(13,25) label(5), cellsize 
      write(13,35) label(6), inodat 
 
      del = int(180/(cellsize/1000.)) 
 
*************************************************************************** 
      do 300 j=1,ncol 
      if ((j.lt.50).or.(j.gt.(ncol-50))) then 
        go to 300 
      end if      
      print*, j 
        do 300 k = 1,nrow 
          
          if ((k.lt.50).or.(k.gt.(nrow-50))) then 
            go to 300 
          end if 
       
          X0 = (xllcorner + (cellsize*(float(j)-.5)))/1000. 
          Y0 = (yllcorner + (cellsize *(float(nrow-k)+.5)))/1000. 
        
          if (topogrid(k,j).le.-50000.) then  
            Z0 = 0.0 
          else if((topogrid(k,j).le.0.).and. 
     &            (topogrid(k,j).gt.-50000.)) then 
            Z0 = -1.* (topogrid(k,j)/1000.) 
          else 
            Z0 = -1. * (topogrid(k,j)/1000.) 
          end if    
 
c*****define the box to use for near calculations*********** 
          jjstart = j-del 
          jjend = j+del 
          kkstart = k-del 
          kkend = k+del  
          if (jjstart.le.0) jjstart = 1 
          if (jjend.gt.ncol) jjend = ncol 
          if (kkstart.le.0) kkstart = 1 




          do 400 jj = jjstart, jjend 
            do 400 kk = kkstart, kkend  
 
              if (rhogrd(kk,jj).eq.xnodat) go to 400 
 
                X1 = (xllcorner + (cellsize * float(jj-1)))/1000. 
                Y1 = (yllcorner + (cellsize * float(nrow - kk)))/1000. 
                X2 = (xllcorner + (cellsize * float(jj)))/1000. 
                Y2 = (yllcorner + (cellsize * float(nrow-kk+1)))/1000. 
 
                mdptx =(X1+X2)/2  
                mdpty =(Y1+Y2)/2 
 
              if ((mdptx.lt.0).and.(X0.ge.0)) then 
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                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) + abs(X0) 
              else if ((mdptx.ge.0).and.(X0.lt.0)) then 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) + abs(X0) 
              else 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) - abs(X0) 
              end if 
 
              if ((mdpty.lt.0).and.(Y0.ge.0)) then 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) + abs(Y0) 
              else if ((mdpty.ge.0).and.(Y0.lt.0))then 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) + abs(Y0) 
              else 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) - abs(Y0) 
              end if 
 
c  Begin modification to include water in calcs  
 
              if (sqrt(xdist**2+ydist**2).le.rad) then 
 
                if (topogrid(kk,jj).le.-50000)then 
                  Z1 = 0.0 
                  Z2 = -1.*(topogrid(kk,jj)+50000.)/(1000.) 
                  Z3 = compdpth 
                    
                  rhocol= rhogrd(kk,jj) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,rhosea,g1) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z2,X2,Y2,Z3,rhocol,g2) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z3,rhosl,gsl) 
 
                  g = g1+g2-gsl 
 
                  g1 = 0.0 
                  g2 = 0.0 
                  gsl= 0.0 
 
                else if (topogrid(kk,jj).ge.0.)then 
                  Z1 = 0.0 
                  Z2 = compdpth 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,rhogrd(kk,jj),g1) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,rhosl,g2)  
                  g = g1-g2 
              
                else if ((topogrid(kk,jj).lt.0.).and. 
     +                   (topogrid(kk,jj).gt.-50000.))then 
     
                  Z1 = -1.*(topogrid(kk,jj)/1000.) 
                  Z2 = compdpth 
                  Z3 = 0.0 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,rhogrd(kk,jj),g1) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z3,X2,Y2,Z2,rhosl,g2) 
                  g = g1-g2  
 
                else 
                  print*, "error" 
                end if 
 
                gravsum = gravsum + g 
 
                g1 = 0.0 
                g2 = 0.0 
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                gsl = 0.0 
                g = 0.0 
              else 
                continue 
              end if 
 
  400     continue 
          prattgrid(k,j) = gravsum 
 
          gravsum = 0.0 
 
  91      format(2000f13.6) 
 
c*********************** 
  300 continue 
      do 303 k=1,nrow 
        write(13,91) (prattgrid(k,l),l=1,ncol) 
  303 continue 
 
      close(13) 
      
      end  
 
*************************************************************** 
      subroutine gbox(x0,y0,z0,x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,rho,g) 
c 
c  Subroutine GBOX computes the vertical attraction of a  
c  rectangular prism.  Sides of prism are parallel to x,y,z axes, 
c  and z axis is vertical down.   
c 
c  Input parameters: 
c    Observation point is (x0,y0,z0).  The prism extends from x1 
c    to x2, from y1 to y2, and from z1 to z2 in the x, y, and z  
c    directions, respectively.  Density of prism is rho.  All  
c    distance parameters in units of km; rho in units of  
c    kg/(m**3).  
c 
c  Output parameters: 
c    Vertical attraction of gravity, g, in mGal.  
c 
      real km2m 
      dimension x(2),y(2),z(2),isign(2) 
      data isign/-1,1/,gamma/6.670e-11/,twopi/6.2831853/, 
     &     si2mg/1.e5/,km2m/1.e3/ 
      x(1) = x0-x1 
      y(1) = y0-y1 
      z(1) = z0-z1 
      x(2) = x0-x2 
      y(2) = y0-y2 
      z(2) = z0-z2 
      sum = 0.0 
      do 1 i=1,2 
        do 1 j=1,2 
          do 1 k=1,2 
            rijk = sqrt(x(i)**2+y(j)**2+z(k)**2) 
            ijk = isign(i)*isign(j)*isign(k) 
            arg1 = atan2((x(i)*y(j)),(z(k)*rijk)) 
            if (arg1.lt.0.) arg1=arg1+twopi 
            arg2 = rijk+y(j) 
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            arg3 = rijk+x(i) 
            if (arg2.le.0.) pause 'GBOX:  Bad field point' 
            if (arg3.le.0.) pause 'GBOX:  Bad field point' 
            arg2 = alog(arg2) 
            arg3 = alog(arg3) 
            sum = sum+ijk*(z(k)*arg1-x(i)*arg2-y(j)*arg3) 
    1 continue 
      g = rho*gamma*sum*si2mg*km2m 
      return 
      end 
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Listing A.3 program airyheisk 
 
      program airyheisk 
 
c  Aug 14,07 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c  by Linda Pickett Garinger with subroutines by Richard J. Blakely (from  
c  Potential theory in Gravity and Magnetic Applications) and modified from 
c  Simpson, Jachens and Blakely (AIRYROOT: a fortran program for 
c  calculating the gravitational attraction of an airy isostatic root out to  
c  166.7 km) 
c  This program reads gridded values of elevation. Root geometry 
c  is found from the topo map. It then calculates 
c  the gravitational attraction of a rectangular prism due to the  
c  root for a circular area to 166.7 km. 
c   
c  As per the "airyroot" program, upward continued calculations.   
 
      real rhocrust,rhoman,delrho,rad,compdpth,xllcorner,yllcorner 
      real cellsize,xnodat,rhockgm,drhokgm,gravsum 
      real topogrid(2000,2000), ldgrd(2000,2000), rootgrd (2000,2000) 
      real airygrid(2000,2000),rhosea 
      integer ncol,nrow,inodat,del 
      character*50 topofile,label(8),loadfile,rootfile,airyfile 
c**********constants ******************* 
      print*, 'input crustal density in kg/m**3' 
      read*, rhockgm 
      print*, 'input mantle density in kg/m**3' 
      read*, rhomankgm 
      rhocrust = rhockgm/1000. 
      rhoman = rhomankgm/1000. 
      delrho = rhocrust-rhoman 
      drhokgm = rhockgm - rhomankgm  
 
      rad = 166.7 
      rhosea = 1027. 
      delrhosw = rhosea - rhockgm 
      gravsum = 0.0 
c***compdpth is the depth of root at sea level elevation (km)**** 
      print*,'compensation depth is the depth of the root at ' 
      print*,'sea level elevation.' 
      print*,'input compensation depth (km)' 
      read*,compdpth 
 
c********input topo acsii grid************** 
c***this is an ascii grid.  Elevations are in m***** 
      print*,'input gridascii topo file name' 
      read(5,10) topofile 
  10  format(a50) 
      open(10,file=topofile, status='old') 
      read(10,15) label(1), ncol 
      read(10,16) label(2), nrow 
      read(10,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      read(10,25) label(4), yllcorner 
      read(10,25) label(5), cellsize 
      read(10,35) label(6), inodat 
      xnodat = float(inodat) 
      write(*,15) label(1), ncol 
      write(*,16) label(2), nrow 
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      write(*,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      write(*,25) label(4), yllcorner 
      write(*,25) label(5), cellsize 
      write(*,35) label(6), inodat 
      xnodat = float(inodat) 
    
   15 format(a14,i3) 
   16 format(a14,i4) 
   25 format(a14,f15.5) 
   35 format(a14,i7) 
       
      do i=1,nrow 
        read(10,*,end=45)(topogrid(i,j),j=1,ncol) 
      end do 
   45 continue 
 
c****convert to load grid**************         
      call topo2load(topogrid,ncol,nrow,rhocrust,xnodat,ldgrd) 
 
c...write ldgrd 
      print*,'input load file name' 
      read(5,10) loadfile 
      open(12,file = loadfile, status = 'new') 
      do i=1,nrow 
        write(12,80) (ldgrd(i,j),j=1,ncol) 
 80     format(2000f15.4) 
      end do 
      continue 
 
c****  Convert load to depth of root in km. 
c****  grid will contain root after this step. 
 
      call load2root(ldgrd,ncol,nrow,compdpth,delrho,xnodat,rootgrd) 
c***write rootgrd 
      print*,'input root output file name' 
      read(5,10) rootfile 
 
      open (3,file = rootfile, status = 'new') 
      do i=1,nrow 
        write(3,90) (rootgrd(i,j),j=1,ncol) 
 90     format(2000f12.4) 
      end do 
      close(3) 
c initialize airygrid vals  
      do k=1,nrow 
        do l=1,ncol 
          airygrid(k,l) = xnodat 
        end do 
      end do 
 
      print*,'input airy root gravity file name' 
      read(5,10) airyfile 
 
c****calculate the gravitational effect of the root 
 
******************************************************************** 
c set up so that the edge cells aren't calculated (saves time) 
      ntop = 50 
      nbot = 50 
      nleft = 50 
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      nright = 50 
      nrow2 = nrow-ntop-nbot 
      ncol2 = ncol-nleft-nright  
      xllcorner2 = xllcorner + cellsize*nleft 
      yllcorner2 = yllcorner + cellsize*nbot 
      del = int(175/(cellsize/1000.)) 
      do 300 j = 1,ncol 
        if ((j.lt.50).or.(j.gt.(ncol-50))) then 
          go to 300 
        end if 
 
        print*, j 
  
        do 300 k = 1,nrow 
          if ((k.lt.50).or.(k.gt.(nrow-50))) then 
            go to 300 
          end if 
       
          X0 = (xllcorner + (cellsize*(float(j)-.5)))/1000. 
          Y0 = (yllcorner + (cellsize *(float(nrow-k)+.5)))/1000. 
          if (topogrid(k,j).le.-50000.)then  
            Z0 = 0.0 
          else if((topogrid(k,j).le.0.).and. 
     &            (topogrid(k,j).gt.-50000.))then 
            Z0 = -1. * (topogrid(k,j)/1000.) 
          else 
            Z0 = -1. * (topogrid(k,j)/1000.) 
          end if 
       
          jjstart = j-del 
          jjend = j+del 
          kkstart = k-del 
          kkend = k+ del 
          if (jjstart.le.0) jjstart = 1 
          if (jjend.gt.ncol) jjend = ncol 
          if (kkstart.le.0) kkstart = 1 
          if (kkend.gt.nrow) kkend = nrow 
          do 400 jj = jjstart, jjend 
            do 400 kk = kkstart, kkend  
              X1 = (xllcorner + (cellsize * float(jj-1)))/1000. 
              Y1 = (yllcorner + (cellsize * float(nrow - kk)))/1000. 
              X2 = (xllcorner + (cellsize * float(jj)))/1000. 
              Y2 = (yllcorner + (cellsize * float(nrow-kk+1)))/1000. 
 
              mdptx =(X1+X2)/2  
              mdpty =(Y1+Y2)/2 
                 
              if ((mdptx.lt.0).and.(X0.ge.0)) then 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) + abs(X0) 
              else if ((mdptx.ge.0).and.(X0.lt.0)) then 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) + abs(X0) 
              else 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) - abs(X0) 
              end if 
 
              if ((mdpty.lt.0).and.(Y0.ge.0)) then 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) + abs(Y0) 
              else if ((mdpty.ge.0).and.(Y0.lt.0))then 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) + abs(Y0) 
              else 
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                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) - abs(Y0) 
              end if 
 
              if (sqrt(xdist**2+ydist**2).le.rad) then 
                if (topogrid(kk,jj).le.-50000.) then 
                  Z1 = 0.0 
                  Z2= -1.*(topogrid(kk,jj)+ 50000.)/1000. 
                  Z3 = rootgrd(kk,jj) 
                  Z4 = compdpth       
              
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,rhosea,g1) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z2,X2,Y2,Z3,rhockgm,g2) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z3,X2,Y2,Z4,rhomankgm,g3) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z4,rhockgm,g4) 
                  g=g1+g2+g3-g4 
 
                  g1 = 0.0 
                  g2 = 0.0 
                  g3 = 0.0 
                  g4 = 0.0 
                else if (((topogrid(kk,jj)).lt.0.).and. 
     &                   ((topogrid(kk,jj)).gt.-50000.)) then 
                  Z1 = -1*(topogrid(kk,jj))/1000. 
                  Z2 = -1*(topogrid(kk,jj))/1000. 
                  Z3 = rootgrd(kk,jj) 
                  Z4 = compdpth 
                    
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z2,X2,Y2,Z3,rhockgm,g2) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z3,X2,Y2,Z4,rhomankgm,g3) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z4,rhockgm,g4) 
                  g = g2+g3-g4 
                  g2 = 0.0 
                  g3 = 0.0 
                  g4 = 0.0 
            
                else  
                  Z1 = compdpth 
                  Z2 = rootgrd(kk,jj)                  
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,drhokgm,g) 
                end if 
 
                gravsum = gravsum + g 
 
                g = 0 
             
              else 
                continue 
              end if 
          
  400     continue 
 
          airygrid(k,j) = gravsum 
          gravsum = 0.0 
 
 
  91      format(2000f15.6) 
 
 
  300 continue 
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      open (13,file = airyfile, status = 'new') 
c  write header for ascii grid output file 
      write(13,15) label(1), ncol 
      write(13,16) label(2), nrow 
      write(13,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      write(13,25) label(4), yllcorner 
      write(13,25) label(5), cellsize 
      write(13,35) label(6), inodat 
      print*, ncol, nrow, xllcorner, yllcorner, inodat 
 
 
      do k=1,nrow 
        write(13,91) (airygrid(k,l),l=1,ncol) 
      end do 
 
      close(13) 
 
      end  
 
c******************************************************* 
      subroutine topo2load(grid, ncol,nrow,rho,xnodat,ldgrd) 
c      Grid starts out as topography (in meters) 
c      It ends up as surface load (in g/cm**2) 
c      Positive and negative elevations >50000. are 
c       assumed to be on land. 
c      Ocean depths must be flagged by adding -50000 to them 
c      Assume density of seawater is in parameter statement 
 
      real grid(2000,2000),ldgrd(2000,2000),load, m2cm 
      parameter (m2cm=100., seawater=1.027) 
 
      delrhosea = rho - seawater 
      
      do 101 i=1,nrow 
        do 101 j=1,ncol 
          elev = grid(i,j) 
          if(elev.eq.xnodat) then 
            load = xnodat 
          else if (elev.gt.-50000.) then 
            load = elev*m2cm*rho 
          else 
            load = (elev+50000.)*m2cm*delrhosea 
          end if 
          ldgrd(i,j) = load 
 101  continue  
      return 
      end  
 
c******************************************************** 
      subroutine load2root(ldgrd, ncol, nrow, compdpth,delrho, 
     + xnodat,rootgrd) 
c***   Grid starts out as the surface topographic load (g/cm**2), 
c***   ends up as depth to airy isostatic root (km). 
c***   compdpth = Positive depth to root for sealevel topo (km) 
c***   delrho = density contrast at depth (g/cc) = rhomantle-rhocrust. 
       
      real ldgrd(2000,2000),rootgrd(2000,2000) 
      parameter (cm2km = 1.0e-5) 
      do 201 ii=1,nrow 
        do 201 jj=1,ncol 
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          if (ldgrd(ii,jj).eq.xnodat) then 
            rtdepth = xnodat 
            go to 200  
          else 
            rtdepth = compdpth + ldgrd(ii,jj) * cm2km/abs(delrho) 
          end if 
          if (rtdepth.lt.1.0) rtdepth = 1.0 
  200     rootgrd(ii,jj) = rtdepth 
  201 continue 
      return 
      end 
 
*************************************************************** 
      subroutine gbox(x0,y0,z0,x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,rho,g) 
c 
c  Subroutine GBOX computes the vertical attraction of a  
c  rectangular prism.  Sides of prism are parallel to x,y,z axes, 
c  and z axis is vertical down.   
c 
c  Input parameters: 
c    Observation point is (x0,y0,z0).  The prism extends from x1 
c    to x2, from y1 to y2, and from z1 to z2 in the x, y, and z  
c    directions, respectively.  Density of prism is rho.  All  
c    distance parameters in units of km; rho in units of  
c    kg/(m**3).  
c 
c  Output parameters: 
c    Vertical attraction of gravity, g, in mGal.  
c 
      real km2m 
      dimension x(2),y(2),z(2),isign(2) 
      data isign/-1,1/,gamma/6.670e-11/,twopi/6.2831853/, 
     &     si2mg/1.0e5/,km2m/1.0e3/ 
      x(1) = x0-x1 
      y(1) = y0-y1 
      z(1) = z0-z1 
      x(2) = x0-x2 
      y(2) = y0-y2 
      z(2) = z0-z2 
      sum = 0.0 
      do 1 i=1,2 
        do 1 j=1,2 
          do 1 k=1,2 
            rijk = sqrt(x(i)**2+y(j)**2+z(k)**2) 
            ijk = isign(i)*isign(j)*isign(k) 
            arg1 = atan2((x(i)*y(j)),(z(k)*rijk)) 
            if (arg1.lt.0.) arg1=arg1+twopi 
            arg2 = rijk+y(j) 
            arg3 = rijk+x(i) 
            if (arg2.le.0.) pause 'GBOX:  Bad field point' 
            if (arg3.le.0.) pause 'GBOX:  Bad field point' 
            arg2 = alog(arg2) 
            arg3 = alog(arg3) 
            sum = sum+ijk*(z(k)*arg1-x(i)*arg2-y(j)*arg3) 
    1 continue 
      g = rho*gamma*sum*si2mg*km2m 
      return 
      end 
136
Listing A.4 program CEM 
 
      program CEM 
c  latest modification....Oct 8, 2007 (upward continued) 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c Correction values are for sea level elevation   
c Topo map must have flagged (-50000 added) ocean values.   
c  Values on land below sea level are not flagged. 
c  by Linda Pickett Garinger with subroutines by Richard J. Blakely (from  
c  Potential theory in Gravity and Magnetic Applications).  This program  
c  reads gridded values of elevation and 
c  calculates an isostatic correction using a modified Pratt-Hayford method.  
c  It is a two layer model.  The uppermost layer is maintains a constant 
c  density.  The depth of this layer is read from gridded values of moho 
depth 
c  provided by Walter Mooney. In this program the density of the second 
layer 
c  (mantle) will be calculated according to the topographic load. Then  
c  the program uses these densities to calculate the vertical gravitational     
c  attraction to 166.7 km. 
c  This version uses the mohomap instead of calculating a root.   
 
      real rad,compdpth,xllcorner,yllcorner 
      real cellsize,xnodat,rhockgm,od,gravsum,g1sl,g2sl 
   real deldpthsl, mohosl,mdptx,mdpty,mohosum  
      real topogrid(2000,2000), moho(2000,2000),rhogrd(2000,2000) 
      real lpggrid(2000,2000),deldpth(2000,2000) 
        
      integer ncol,nrow,inodat,del 
      character*50 topofile,label(8),notefile,rhofile,lpgfile 
      character*50 statfile 
c**********constants ******************* 
      print*, 'input crustal density in kg/m**3' 
      read*, rhockgm 
      print*,'input sea level mantle density kg/m**3' 
      read*,rhomansl 
c***compdpth is the compensation depth(km). Lithospheric density between 
c***compdpth and moho will adjust according to topographic load. 
      print*,'input compensation depth (km)' 
      read*,compdpth 
 
      rhosea = 1027.0 
      rad = 166.7 
      gravsum = 0.0 
      counter = 0.0 
      do i=1,2000 
        do j=1,2000 
          lpggrid(i,j)=0.0 
        end do 
      end do   
c***crstdpth is the depth (km) of the first "layer" in the model.  Rho is 
held 
c***constant to this depth.   
c***read moho depth grid 
      open(14, file="moho821b.asc", status='old') 
      read(14,15) label(1), ncol 
      read(14,16) label(2), nrow 
      read(14,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      read(14,25) label(4), yllcorner 
137
      read(14,25) label(5), cellsize 
      read(14,35) label(6), inodat 
      xnodat = float(inodat) 
      do i=1,nrow 
        read(14,*,end=44)(moho(i,j),j=1,ncol) 
      end do 




c********input topo acsii grid************** 
c***this is an ascii grid.  Elevations are in m***** 
      print*,'input gridascii topo file name' 
      read(5,10) topofile 
  10  format(a50) 
      open(7,file=topofile, status='old') 
      read(7,15) label(1), ncol 
      read(7,16) label(2), nrow 
      read(7,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      read(7,25) label(4), yllcorner 
      read(7,25) label(5), cellsize 
      read(7,35) label(6), inodat 
      xnodat = float(inodat) 
   15 format(a14,i3) 
   16 format(a14,i4) 
   25 format(a14,f12.4) 
   35 format(a14,i5) 
      do i=1,nrow 
        read(7,*,end=45)(topogrid(i,j),j=1,ncol) 
      end do 
   45 continue 
      close(7) 
 
c***calculate the deldpth grid 
      do 60 j=1,ncol 
        do 60 i=1,nrow 
          deldpth(i,j) = compdpth - moho(i,j) 
   60 continue 
c calculate avg moho at sea level 
      mohosum = 0. 
      do 61 j=1,ncol 
        do 61 i=1,ncol 
          if (topogrid(i,j).le.-50000.) then 
            odpt = -1. * (topogrid(i,j)+50000.) 
          else 
            go to 61 
          end if 
 
          if((odpt.le.100.).and.(odpt.ge.0.)) then 
            mohosum = mohosum + moho(i,j)*1000.-odpt 
            counter = counter + 1. 
            print*, moho(i,j),odpt 
          else  
            go to 61 
          end if 
   61 continue 
      mohosl = (mohosum/counter)/1000. 
      print*, mohosl 
      deldpthsl = compdpth - mohosl 
c*****Calculate the density of column..... 
138
 
      do 50 j = 1,ncol 
        do 50 i = 1,nrow 
         
          if (topogrid(i,j).le.-50000.) then 
            od = -1.*(topogrid(i,j)+50000.)/1000. 
            rhogrd(i,j) = (deldpthsl*rhomansl + rhockgm*(mohosl- 
     +                     moho(i,j)+od) - (od*rhosea))/deldpth(i,j) 
            go to 50 
 
          else if (topogrid(i,j).gt.-50000.) then 
            rhogrd(i,j) = (deldpthsl*rhomansl + (mohosl 
     +                     -topogrid(i,j)/1000.-moho(i,j))*rhockgm)/ 
     +                     deldpth(i,j) 
 
            go to 50 
    
          else 
            rhogrd(i,j) = xnodat 
         
          end if 
 
   50 continue     
 
c****write the density grid**************** 
      print*, 'input density (rho) file name' 
      read(5,10) rhofile 
      open (9, file = rhofile,status = 'new') 
c  write header for ascii grid output file 
      write(9,15) label(1), ncol 
      write(9,16) label(2), nrow 
      write(9,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      write(9,25) label(4), yllcorner 
      write(9,25) label(5), cellsize 
      write(9,35) label(6), inodat 
 
      do 55 k=1,nrow 
        write(9,56) (rhogrd(k,l),l=1,ncol) 
   55 continue 
   56 format(2000f12.3) 
      close(9) 
 
c****calculate the gravitational correction 
      print*,'input note file name' 
      read(5,10) notefile 
      print*,'input status file name' 
      read(5,10) statfile 
      print*,'input isostatic correction file name' 
      read(5,10) lpgfile 
      open (12, file = notefile, status = 'new') 
      open (13,file = lpgfile, status = 'new') 
      write(12,*) 'run name:', lpgfile 
      write(12,*) 'Two layer model, mohomap, variable mantle density' 
      write(12,*) 'crustal density = ', rhockgm 
      write(12,*) 'mantle density at sea level = ',rhomansl 
      write(12,*) 'crustal depth = mohomap' 
      write(12,*) 'compensation depth = ',compdpth 
      close(12) 
c  write header for ascii grid output file 
      write(13,15) label(1), ncol 
139
      write(13,16) label(2), nrow 
      write(13,25) label(3), xllcorner 
      write(13,25) label(4), yllcorner 
      write(13,25) label(5), cellsize 
      write(13,35) label(6), inodat 
 
      del = int(175/(cellsize/1000.)) 
cXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
c loop through grid 
 
      do 300 j=1,ncol 
        open(8,file = statfile, status = 'unknown') 
        write(8,*) j 
        close(8) 
        do 300 k=1,nrow 
 
c leave out part of full grid 
 
          if ((j.lt.50).or.(j.gt.(ncol-50))) then 
            go to 299 
          else if ((k.lt.50).or.(k.gt.(nrow-50))) then 
            go to 299 
          end if 
c some constants!!!!***********************************8888       
          X0 = (xllcorner + (cellsize*(float(j)-.5)))/1000. 
          Y0 = (yllcorner + (cellsize *(float(nrow-k)+.5)))/1000. 
c "upward continued"      
          if (topogrid(k,j).le.-50000.) then 
            Z0 = 0.0 
          else if((topogrid(k,j).le.0.).and. 
     +            (topogrid(k,j).gt.-50000.)) then 
            Z0 = -1.* (topogrid(k,j)/1000.) 
          else 
            Z0 = -1. * (topogrid(k,j)/1000.) 
          end if 
 
          Zsl = 0.0 
          Zmsl = mohosl 
          Zc = compdpth 
        
c*****define the box to use for near calculations************ 
          jjstart = j-del 
          jjend = j+del 
          kkstart = k-del 
          kkend = k+ del  
          if (jjstart.le.0) jjstart = 1 
          if (jjend.gt.ncol) jjend = ncol 
          if (kkstart.le.0) kkstart = 1 
          if (kkend.gt.nrow) kkend = nrow 
c***************************************************************************
* 
          do 400 jj=jjstart, jjend 
            do 400 kk=kkstart, kkend  
 
              X1 = (xllcorner + (cellsize * float(jj-1)))/1000. 
              Y1 = (yllcorner + (cellsize * float(nrow - kk)))/1000. 
              X2 = (xllcorner + (cellsize * float(jj)))/1000. 
              Y2 = (yllcorner + (cellsize * float(nrow-kk+1)))/1000. 
 
140
              if (rhogrd(kk,jj).eq.xnodat) go to 400 
              mdptx =(X1+X2)/2  
              mdpty =(Y1+Y2)/2 
 
              if ((mdptx.lt.0).and.(X0.ge.0)) then 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) + abs(X0) 
              else if ((mdptx.ge.0).and.(X0.lt.0)) then 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) + abs(X0) 
              else 
                xdist = abs((X1+X2)/2) - abs(X0) 
              end if 
 
              if ((mdpty.lt.0).and.(Y0.ge.0)) then 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) + abs(Y0) 
              else if ((mdpty.ge.0).and.(Y0.lt.0))then 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) + abs(Y0) 
              else 
                ydist = abs((Y1+Y2)/2) - abs(Y0) 
              end if 
 
c calculate the gravitational attraction  
 
              if (sqrt(xdist**2+ydist**2).le.rad) then 
c values for given sea level column: 
                call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Zsl,X2,Y2,Zmsl,rhockgm,g1sl) 
                call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Zmsl,X2,Y2,Zc,rhomansl,g2sl) 
              
c oceanic conditions  
                if (topogrid(kk,jj).le.-50000.) then  
              
                  Z2 = (topogrid(kk,jj)+50000.)/(-1.*1000.) 
                  Z3 = moho(kk,jj) 
                  rhocalc = rhogrd(kk,jj) 
 
c values for ocean column: 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Zsl,X2,Y2,Z2,rhosea,g1) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z2,X2,Y2,Z3,rhockgm,g2) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z3,X2,Y2,Zc,rhocalc,g3) 
                  g = g1+g2+g3-g1sl-g2sl 
c land values       
                else if (topogrid(kk,jj).ge.0.) then  
                  Z3 = moho(kk,jj) 
                  rhocalc = rhogrd(kk,jj) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Zsl,X2,Y2,Z3,rhockgm,gl1) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z3,X2,Y2,Zc,rhocalc,gl2) 
                  g = gl1+gl2-g1sl-g2sl 
c land below sea level 
                else if ((topogrid(kk,jj).gt.-50000.).and. 
     +                   (topogrid(kk,jj).lt.0.)) then 
                  Z = topogrid(kk,jj)*(-1./1000.) 
                  Z3 = moho(kk,jj) 
                  rhocalc = rhogrd(kk,jj) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z,X2,Y2,Z3,rhockgm,gl1) 
                  call gbox(X0,Y0,Z0,X1,Y1,Z3,X2,Y2,Zc,rhocalc,gl2) 
                  g = gl1+gl2-g1sl-g2sl 
                else  
                  print*, "error"    
                end if 
 
                gravsum = gravsum + g 
141
   
                g = 0.0 
                g1 = 0.0 
                g2 = 0.0 
                g3 = 0.0 
                g1sl = 0.0 
                g2sl = 0.0 
                gl1 = 0.0 
                gl2 = 0.0 
 
              else 
                continue 
              end if 
  400     continue 
 
          lpggrid(k,j) = gravsum 
 
          gravsum = 0.0 
 
  299     continue 
  300 continue 
 
c*********************************************************************** 
      do 303 k=1,nrow 
        write(13,91) (lpggrid(k,l),l=1,ncol) 
 91     format(2000f13.6) 
 
  303 continue 
      close(13) 
      
      end  
 
*************************************************************** 
      subroutine gbox(x0,y0,z0,x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,rho,g) 
c 
c  Subroutine GBOX computes the vertical attraction of a  
c  rectangular prism.  Sides of prism are parallel to x,y,z axes, 
c  and z axis is vertical down.   
c 
c  Input parameters: 
c    Observation point is (x0,y0,z0).  The prism extends from x1 
c    to x2, from y1 to y2, and from z1 to z2 in the x, y, and z  
c    directions, respectively.  Density of prism is rho.  All  
c    distance parameters in units of km; rho in units of  
c    kg/(m**3).  
c 
c  Output parameters: 
c    Vertical attraction of gravity, g, in mGal.  
c 
      real km2m 
      dimension x(2),y(2),z(2),isign(2) 
      data isign/-1,1/,gamma/6.670e-11/,twopi/6.2831853/, 
     &     si2mg/1.e5/,km2m/1.e3/ 
      x(1) = x0-x1 
      y(1) = y0-y1 
      z(1) = z0-z1 
      x(2) = x0-x2 
      y(2) = y0-y2 
      z(2) = z0-z2 
      sum=0.0 
142
      do 1 i=1,2 
        do 1 j=1,2 
          do 1 k=1,2 
            rijk = sqrt(x(i)**2+y(j)**2+z(k)**2) 
            ijk = isign(i)*isign(j)*isign(k) 
            arg1 = atan2((x(i)*y(j)),(z(k)*rijk)) 
            if (arg1.lt.0.) arg1=arg1+twopi 
            arg2 = rijk+y(j) 
            arg3 = rijk+x(i) 
            if (arg2.le.0.) pause 'GBOX:  Bad field point' 
            if (arg3.le.0.) pause 'GBOX:  Bad field point' 
            arg2 = alog(arg2) 
            arg3 = alog(arg3) 
            sum = sum+ijk*(z(k)*arg1-x(i)*arg2-y(j)*arg3) 
    1 continue 
      g = rho*gamma*sum*si2mg*km2m 
      return 




Table B.1  NAVDAT entries (volcanics only) for Sierra Nevada, Basin and Range 
study area 
Table B.2  NAVDAT entries (volcanics only) for Mojave study area 
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